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Planning under uncertain and dynamic environments is an essential ca-
pability for autonomous robots. Partially observable Markov decision pro-
cesses (POMDPs) provide a general framework for solving such problems
and have been applied to di↵erent robotic tasks such as manipulation with
robot hands, self-driving car navigation, and unmanned aircraft collision
avoidance. While there is dramatic progress in solving discrete POMDPs,
progress on continuous POMDPs has been limited. However, it is often
much more natural to model robotic tasks in a continuous space.
We developed several algorithms that enable POMDP planning with
continuous states, continuous observations as well as continuous unknown
model parameters. These algorithms have been applied to di↵erent robotic
tasks such as unmanned aircraft collision avoidance and autonomous vehicle
navigation. Experimental results for these robotic tasks demonstrated the
benefits of probabilistic planning with continuous models: continuous mod-
els are simpler to construct and provide more accurate description of the
robot system; our continuous planning algorithms are general for a broad
class of tasks, scale to more di cult problems and often results in improved
performance comparing with discrete planning. Therefore, these algorith-
mic and modeling techniques are powerful tools for robotic planning under
uncertainty. These tools are necessary for building more intelligent and
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In the past decades, robotics has grown from science fiction into an
emerging technology. Thanks to the advance of computers, sensors and
actuators, the capability of robots has been growing dramatically. Imper-
fect control, noisy sensors, and incomplete knowledge of the environment,
however, pose significant challenge in robotics. Accounting for these uncer-
tainties is essential for reliable and intelligent robot operations in complex
environments.
For example, sophisticated robot arms are already operating on assem-
bly lines, but they require a precisely controlled environment. Vacuum
robots are running in many homes, but they are programmed with simple
reactive control logic. How do we enable robots for more complicated tasks,
such as autonomous driving on the road or manufacturing along with hu-
man? To perform these tasks reliably, the robots must extract information
from noisy sensor data, plan their actions against control errors, and adapt
to environmental changes. The next generation of robots must be capable
of planning under uncertainty.
Partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) provide a
1
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general mathematical framework for modeling and planning under uncer-
tainty. The framework integrates control and sensing uncertainties. In a
POMDP model, the possible robot configurations and environments are
encoded as states, and sensor data are encoded as observations. The robot
can take actions to change its state. The uncertainties in actions and
observations are modeled as probabilistic state transition and observation
functions. The true state is unknown to the robot, but the belief, which is
a probability distribution of the states, can be inferred from the past his-
tory of actions and observations. POMDP planning produces closed-loop
control policy with o✏ine computation. Executing the policy online, the
robot can act adaptively and robustly against uncertainty.
POMDPs are computationally intractable in the worst case [Papadim-
itriou and Tsitsiklis, 1987b]. In recent years, point-based approximation
algorithms have drastically improved the speed of POMDP planning [Kur-
niawati et al., 2008; Smith and Simmons, 2005]. Today, algorithms such as
HSVI and SARSOP can solve moderately complex POMDPs with hundreds
of thousands of states in reasonable time. With the combined e↵orts on al-
gorithms and modeling, POMDPs have been successfully applied to many
robotic tasks, such as grasping [Hsiao et al., 2007], autonomous vehicle
navigation [Bandyopadhyay et al., 2012], and unmanned aircraft collision
avoidance [Temizer et al., 2009].
In general, POMDPs can model many di↵erent robotic tasks with noisy
sensing and uncertain control. The model is capable of expressing complex
non-linear dynamics, such as the dynamics of car, aircraft, and robot arm.
Therefore, POMDPs are suitable for a broad range of robotic tasks. The
challenge of applying POMDPs to robotic tasks has two aspects. The first
is model design. The model must correctly capture the essential behav-
iors of the robotic system, including dynamics and perception, not only





Figure 1.1: Pedestrian avoidance for autonomous vehicles. (a) an autonomous
vehicle navigating among a dense crowd; (b) continuous model; (c) discrete
model.
solving POMDPs. POMDP solver must compute a good control policy for
the given model, so that the robot can execute the control policy to com-
plete the task. The two challenging aspects are connected: a more capable
POMDP solver enables a richer and more flexible model.
Most existing works on POMDPs aim at solving discrete POMDPs,
while the natural state and observation spaces of robot tasks are often
continuous. For example, Figure 1.1(a) shows a lightweight autonomous
vehicle navigating in a crowded environment. The natural state space,
3
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which includes the position and velocity of the vehicle and the pedestrian,
is continuous. The observations, which are data returned from laser range
finders or cameras, are also continuous and high-dimensional. Figure 1.1(b)
shows a continuous model, which directly encodes the dynamics of the ve-
hicle and the pedestrian. Figure 1.1(c) illustrates a discrete model, which
is quite inaccurate. Discrete POMDP models impose several limitations
on robotic tasks like this. We have to manually discretize the states and
observations, usually as grids or evenly spaced quantizations. Dense dis-
cretization cannot be scaled to high dimensional states and observations,
because the number of states and observations grows exponentially to the
dimensionality. Coarse discretization could lead to degraded performance
due to modeling errors that are di cult to quantify.
Algorithms for continuous POMDP planning face new di culties in
addition to those shared with discrete POMDP algorithms. Continuous
spaces are not enumerable, thus require concise representations of the belief
and policy. Discrete POMDPs are usually solved with dynamic program-
ming which is also di cult for continuous spaces. To overcome these di -
culties, existing algorithms either sacrifice solution optimality by defining
a limited class of policies [Thrun, 2000a; Brechtel et al., 2013], or restrict
model flexibility using parameterized representations [Porta et al., 2006;
Brooks et al., 2006; Brunskill et al., 2008]. However, neither inferior pol-
icy nor restricted modeling power is a desirable trade-o↵ for robotic tasks.
We aim at developing continuous POMDP algorithms that enable highly
expressive modeling and guarantee convergence to the optimal policy.
1.2 Contribution
To solve continuous POMDPs, our main idea is an approximate dy-
namic programming approach based on probabilistic sampling and Monte
4
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Carlo simulations. Probabilistic sampling is one of the most e↵ective tech-
niques for handling high-dimensional space. Monte Carlo simulation en-
ables highly flexible models. Comparing with prior works on continuous
POMDPs, our approach provides several key advantages:
• We require the least restriction on modeling. The model can be
designed to accurately capture the actual robotic system dynamic
for it is not constrained by the algorithm capability.
• Our approach provides theoretically bounded approximation errors
to the optimal policy. This leads to a better performance on robotic
tasks.
• Our algorithms are computationally scalable. They are fast for simple
problems, and can gracefully scale to di cult problems.
We developed several algorithms to handle POMDPs with continuous
states, continuous observations and continuous model parameters. Based
on the success of point-based value iteration algorithms, our algorithms
sample the state and observation spaces in addition to the belief space.
We first developed Monte Carlo value iteration (MCVI), an algorithm for
continuous-state POMDPs. MCVI is limited to discrete observation spaces
due to its form of policy representation. We then extended it to a more
general policy representation and developed an algorithm for POMDPs
with both continuous states and observations. Beyond uncertainty in con-
trol and sensing, robots often face unknown or uncertain parameters. We
also developed algorithms to plan under uncertainty of continuous model
parameters.
Although targeted at continuous spaces, our algorithms automatically
handle very large discrete spaces as well. Actually, the algorithms do not
distinguish between large discrete space and continuous space since they
do not require special structures in these spaces. This further increases the
5
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model expressiveness by allowing a hybrid representation of states and ob-
servations, i.e. , some state variables are continuous, and some are discrete.
Our algorithms provide several benefits for modeling and planning un-
der uncertainty for robots tasks. They simplify model construction since
they do not require a priori discretization of the natural continuous spaces.
They can solve more di cult problems and often achieve improved perfor-
mance, because the models are more accurate and can scale to high dimen-
sional spaces. Our experiments have indicated promising results on di↵er-
ent robotic tasks, such as unmanned aircraft collision avoidance and au-
tonomous vehicle navigation. In the unmanned aircraft collision avoidance
task, comparing with previous discrete POMDP approaches, we achieved
more than 70 times reduction of the collision risk. In an autonomous vehi-
cle navigation task, comparing with other continuous POMDP approaches,
we could also achieve 3 to 10 times of performance improvement.
From robotics in manufacturing to autonomous vehicles, intelligent
robots will bring revolution to our society. Planning under uncertainty
is a key enabling technology for intelligent robots. Continuous POMDPs
provide powerful tools to bring intelligent robots one step closer to reality.
1.3 Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 formally introduces POMDP modeling and planning, as well
as reviews related literatures including point-based value iteration algo-
rithms, existing approaches for continuous POMDPs, other related uncer-
tainty planning approaches, and robotic tasks modelled as POMDPs. Our
algorithms are designed upon the foundation of point-based value itera-




Chapter 3 presents Monte Carlo value iteration (MCVI), our algorithm
for solving continuous-state POMDPs. The algorithm uses probabilistic
sampling to approximate the continuous state space. We present theoretical
results to guarantee small approximation error and experimental results to
demonstrate the performance for robotic tasks. The algorithm is applied to
unmanned aircraft collision avoidance and outperforms discrete POMDP
solutions by 70 times.
In addition to uncertainty in control and sensing, robots often have
unknown model parameters. In Chapter 4 we apply motion planning under
uncertainty to speed up the model learning. We model parameter learning
problems as POMDPs and develop a simple algorithm to solve the resulting
model. The solution is a policy that directly controls the robot for fast
model learning. This approach is demonstrated on a few di↵erent robotic
tasks and the results indicate the robots can quickly adapt to the learnt
model and achieve their goals.
MCVI handles continuous state space but assumes discrete observation
space. In Chapter 5 we develop a new algorithm to solve POMDPs with
both continuous states and continuous observations. Again the algorithm
samples the continuous spaces, but the theoretical results guarantee small
approximation errors. The experimental results show that the algorithm
further simplifies model construction and improves the performance com-







POMDPs model the robot taking a sequence of actions under uncer-
tainty of control and sensing to maximize its total reward. For example, in
a robot navigation task, the robot should estimate its location from sensor
readings and move toward the correct direction according to its estimation.
Formally, a POMDP model is represented as a tuple (S,A, T,R,O, Z,  )
where
• S is the state space. A state s 2 S should capture all the informa-
tion of the environment and the robot itself relevant to the decision-
making.
• A is the action space. An action a 2 A is an option available to the
robot for decision making, e.g. an action for robot navigation could be
moving toward a specific direction with a certain speed. Performing
the action may change the current state s.
• T is the state transition function. Given the current state s and the
action a that has been taken, T (s, a, s0) = p(s0|s, a) gives the prob-
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ability distribution of the next state s0. This gives us the ability to
model the uncertainty in the robot control as well as the environment.
• R is the reward function. We specify rewards to elicit desirable be-
haviors of the robot. R(s, a) is the reward when the robot is at the
state s and taking the action a.
• O is the observation space. An observation o 2 O defines a possi-
ble outcome that the robot could sense after taking an action. For
example, an observation o could be a reading from a laser sensor.
• Z is the observation function. For an action a and state s0, Z(s0, a, o) =
p(o|s0, a) is the probability that the robot receives observation o after
taking the action a and resulting the state s0.
•   2 [0, 1) is the discount factor.
As a modeling language, POMDP is agnostic over the continuity of the
state spaces, action spaces and observation spaces. Early algorithms focus
on discrete POMDPs while continuous POMDP models are more natural
for modeling robot tasks.
In POMDP, the robot cannot directly observe its state s and can only
infer a probability distribution over all s 2 S from the past history of
actions and observations. The probability distribution over S is called a
belief b 2 B, where b(s) denotes the probability that the robot’s current
true state is s, and B is the belief space of all possible beliefs. Solving
POMDPs is to plan in the belief space.
To infer belief from actions and observations, we repeatedly update the
belief bt at time step t from bt 1 with action at and observation ot. We
first specify an initial belief b0. After taking an action a, the robot will
transit from the current state s to a new state s0 according to the proba-
bility distribution defined by the state transition function p(s0|s, a). The
10
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robot will then receive an observation o according to the probability dis-
tribution p(o|a, s0) which provides information for inferring the underlying
state. This process is given in the belief update equation:
bao(s




where ⌘ is a normalizing factor so that the bao(s0) sum to 1 for all the
s0 2 S.
Discrete POMDP algorithms simply use a vector to represent the belief.
For every state s 2 S, b(s) corresponds to an entry of the belief vector b.
The length of the vector is equal to the number of states |S|.
The goal of POMDP planning is to compute an optimal policy ⇡⇤ that
maximizes the robot’s expected total reward. A POMDP policy ⇡ : B ! A
maps a belief b 2 B to the prescribed action a 2 A.
The value function V⇡ : B ! R, gives the expected total reward of
executing policy ⇡ with initial belief b. In a single rollout of executing
policy ⇡ with initial belief b, let s0, s1, s2, . . . be a sequence of underlying
states, where st is the state at time t. Due to the stochastic nature of
POMDP, each of the st has an underlying distribution over the state space
S. With a little abuse of notation, let st also denote a random variable of







The optimal value function V ⇤ can be approximated arbitrarily closely
by a piecewise-linear, convex (PWLC) function [Porta et al., 2006]:
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of planning under uncertainty techniques.
Since discrete POMDP algorithms often represent the belief as a vector,
the ↵-function can be represented as a vector as well. Each entry of the
↵-vector corresponds to an entry in the belief, which in turn corresponds
to a particular state.
The value function induces a policy. Given a belief b, we could find












In this section, we review approaches for planning under uncertainty,
with a focus on POMDP planning.
2.2.1 Planning under Uncertainty in Robotics
Planning under uncertainty is a broad topic of artificial intelligence and
robotics. Many formulations and algorithms are proposed, each with their
12
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own advantages and limitations (Figure 2.1).
Sensorless manipulation [Erdmann and Mason, 1986] is an early ap-
proach to handle the uncertainty in robotic manipulation. In this task,
with an unknown initial configuration of an object, the robot must manip-
ulate the object to a goal configuration. By analyzing the geometry of the
object, sensorless manipulation computes an open-loop policy which can
complete the task without any sensor. Clearly, the approach only works
for a limited set of robotic tasks.
Preimage backchaining [Latombe, 1991; Lozano-Perez et al., 1984] is
one of the first general and formulated approaches for planning under un-
certainty. The preimage of a region is defined as all states that could reach
the region by executing a certain action. The approach recursively com-
putes the preimage backward, starting from a goal region, until reaching
the initial state. It employs an nondeterministic model to describe the un-
certainty in dynamics. Given a state and an action, the nondeterministic
model specifies a set of possible next states. In contrast, a probabilistic
model specifies the possibility of each next state. The probabilistic model
is much more expressive.
Markov decision processes (MDPs) [Bellman, 1957; Thrun et al., 2005]
is a probabilistic model that considers the uncertainties in the robot dy-
namics and environments, but assumes perfect observations of the robot’s
current state. The assumption of perfect observations is often imprac-
tical for robotic tasks. However, MDPs could be seen as a special case
of POMDPs and are much easier to solve. Solutions for MDPs are of-
ten used as a heuristic for solving POMDPs [Smith and Simmons, 2004;
Kurniawati et al., 2008].
While POMDPs introduce partial observability into the model, the
high-dimensional belief spaces impose computational di culty due to the
curse of dimensionality. Some approaches attempt to reduce the dimen-
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sionality of the belief space by parameterizing the beliefs, for example,
representing the belief as Gaussians [Bertsekas, 2000] or by its mean and
entropy [Roy and Thrun, 1999].
Linear-quadratic-regulator and Linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) [Bert-
sekas, 2000] is the control theory formulation for problems with uncertain
control and sensing. In LQR/LQG, the control and sensing are modeled
as linear systems with Gaussian noise. LQR assumes perfect observations.
The LQR policy is a linear equation of the current state and can be solved
analytically. LQG represents the belief as Gaussian. Interestingly, LQG
could be solved with the separation principle which guarantees that the
state estimation and control policy can be computed independently. The
solution for LQG uses Kalman filter for state estimation and LQR policy
for control. Therefore, LQG problems are relatively easier to solve and the
solution is a closed form linear control policy. However, most robotic tasks
cannot be easily described as linear systems.
Linear-quadratic-Gaussian motion planning (LQG-MP) [van den Berg
et al., 2011] applies LQG to robotic motion planning under uncertainty.
It computes the paths using deterministic motion planning algorithms and
then optimizes the path using LQG. The solution of LQG-MP is a control
policy that infers the robot’s state from sensor inputs and keeps the robot
close to a nominal path that minimizes collisions with obstacles. However,
the solution does not actively gather information and thus would be sub-
optimal for many uncertainty planning problems.
In general, the beliefs in robotic tasks are often multi-modal or having
sharp edges because of the complex environments. For example, when nav-
igating indoor, the beliefs are bounded by the wall of the room and thus
may have sharp edges. Therefore, the approaches of simplifying the belief
are only applicable for certain robotic tasks and may produce sub-optimal
results due to the approximation errors. In contrast, POMDP is a very gen-
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eral approach and is highly flexible (Figure 2.1). The di culty associated
with high dimensional belief spaces could be attacked with probabilistic
sampling, as we will show in the next subsection.
2.2.2 Discrete POMDPs
Earlier works on POMDPs focus on solving discrete models and the
di culties of high-dimensional continuous belief spaces. Instead of con-
sidering the entire belief space, many algorithms select or sample belief
points and then perform backup on the sampled points only. The Witness
algorithm performs backup on belief points selected using linear program-
ming [Littman, 1996]. Latterly, point-based POMDP algorithms enable
us to solve large discrete POMDPs with hundreds of thousands of states
[Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005; Kurniawati et al., 2008].
Point-based algorithms compute policy based on the set of sampled
belief points B instead of the entire belief space. The B should be a
representative approximation of the belief space B. If an initial belief b0 is
given, the algorithms could also sample from R(b0) which is the space of
belief points reachable from b0 under a sequence of actions and observations.
Since R(b0) is a small subset of B, sampling R(b0) is more e↵ective.
The point-based value iteration (PBVI) [Pineau et al., 2003] is the first
successful point-based algorithm on solving large discrete POMDPs. The
algorithm repeatedly expands the B to spread the samples evenly over
the reachable belief space R(b0). The other algorithm, Perseus [Spaan
and Vlassis, 2005] also spreads the samples evenly over B, but instead of
repeatedly expanding the B, Perseus samples B once at the beginning of
the algorithm, which leads to a simpler overall algorithm structure.
Later algorithms, including Heuristic search value iteration (HSVI) [Smith
and Simmons, 2004] and SARSOP [Kurniawati et al., 2008], improves PBVI
using sampling heuristics based on branch-and-bound search. Instead of
15
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spreading the B evenly over the reachable belief space, these algorithms
focus on sampling new belief points that likely lead to improvements of
current policy. These algorithms construct a search tree. Each tree node
contains a belief b 2 B and new beliefs are added to B by expanding leafs
of the tree. Each tree node also maintains an upper bound and a lower
bound of V (b) which are heuristics to guide the tree search. Experimen-
tal results show that HSVI and SARSOP are more e cient than PBVI at
solving relatively large POMDPs.
These algorithms are useful tools for solving discrete POMDPs. How-
ever, modeling robotic tasks with discrete POMDPs can be di cult, be-
cause of the restriction on the number of states and observations. Recall
the autonomous car pedestrian avoidance task in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.1),
both the autonomous vehicle and the pedestrian can be described by their
position and velocity in 2D space. Eight continuous state variables are
required in total. To model the task with discrete POMDPs, we must
discretize the state space, e.g. using a regular grid [Bandyopadhyay et al.,
2012]. Discretization loses information because multiple continuous states
are mapped to the same discretize state. In our particular task, identifying
slight movement of the pedestrian could be crucial for choosing the correct
action, especially when the pedestrian and the car are close to each other.
Sensors, such as LIDAR, shoot many beams simultaneously to measure
the distance to obstacles. These sensor readings form a high dimensional
continuous observation space, which is often discretized using feature ex-
traction and quantization. Discretizing the observation space su↵ers the
similar issue of information loss as discretizing states.
Discrete POMDP algorithms are the foundation for our work on con-
tinuous POMDPs. Comparing with discrete POMDPs, directly solving
























Figure 2.2: Model expressiveness and solution optimality of POMDP planning
algorithms.
2.2.3 Continuous POMDPs
Continuous POMDP algorithms address the problems of handling con-
tinuous states, continuous observations and continuous actions. Our works
focus on continuous states and observations. Continuous action space is a
less significant issue in robotics, because it is often su cient to manually
pick a few distinctive control actions or apply bang-bang control.
Continuous POMDP algorithms follow the basic ideas of discrete VI
algorithms. However, they face several new di culties in addition to those
shared with discrete POMDPs. Continuous POMDPs require more com-
pact representations of belief and policy, because the vector representation
over discrete states cannot be applied. Computing policy requires integra-
tion over continuous spaces, which is usually solved with various approxi-
mation methods. Existing works usually address these di culties by either
reducing model expressiveness or losing solution optimality (Figure 2.2),
which are undesirable compromises for robotic tasks. For example, HSVI
and SARSOP guarantee bounded approximation error, but they are limited
to solving discrete POMDPs; while GENC-POMDP and MC-POMDP can
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solve continuous POMDPs expressing state transition and observation func-
tions as arbitrary mathematical equations, they cannot achieve bounded
approximation error. Instead of compromising either model expressiveness
or solution optimality, our works aim at computing optimal policies while
preserving the expressiveness of continuous POMDPs.
Some algorithms restrict the POMDP model to a particular paramet-
ric form, such as Gaussian [Brooks et al., 2006] or a linear combination of
Gaussians [Brunskill et al., 2008; Porta et al., 2006]. This simplifies the
policy computation, because the beliefs and value functions can be repre-
sented in parametric form as well. Continuous Perseus [Porta et al., 2006]
takes a POMDP with the state transition functions and observation func-
tions both represented as linear combinations of Gaussians, and computes a
value function as a policy, which is also represented as a linear combination
of Gaussians. Under certain conditions, continuous Perseus guarantees the
convergence of the policy.
The parametric approaches have two main issues: the performance of
the algorithms and the di culty of modeling robotic tasks. The para-
metric approaches can su↵er high computational cost due to the exponen-
tial growth of Gaussian components during value iteration. To reduce the
number of Gaussian components, approximation techniques also introduce
errors in the resulting policy. In addition to the performance issue of the
algorithms, modeling robotic tasks using the parametric formulation su↵ers
similar problems as discrete POMDPs. Choosing Gaussian parameters in
the model can be di cult, as Gaussians cannot accurately capture beliefs
with non-smooth regions, e.g. , when the robot is close to a wall, the belief
of its position will have a sharp edge because it cannot be inside the wall.
Due to these problems, parametric formulations are not ideal for robotic
tasks.
To better handle continuous models, we need more general approaches
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for belief representation and policy representation. We could sample the
state space and represent each belief as a set of sampled states which are
commonly called particles [Thrun, 2000a; Porta et al., 2006]. The beliefs
are updated using particle filter. Particle filter has been successfully applied
to many robotic tasks, including localization [Thrun et al., 2001] and track-
ing [Thrun, 2002]. The convergence of particle filter is well studied [Crisan
and Doucet, 2002]. The approximation error can be reduced by increasing
the number of samples. Our algorithms employ particle filters.
Policy representation is a more di cult issue for continuous POMDPs.
Most existing approaches resort to a restrictive class of policies or value
functions. MC-POMDP [Thrun, 2000a] approximates the value function
by interpolating the belief space using Gaussian kernel and KL-divergence.
KL-divergence is not a true metric and choosing proper Gaussian kernel
parameters can be di cult. Other approaches follow the ↵-functions rep-
resentation of value function and attempt to approximate the ↵-functions
over continuous states, e.g. using Gaussians [Porta et al., 2006] or regres-
sion trees [Brechtel et al., 2013]. Approximating ↵-functions using Gaus-
sians su↵ers the similar problems as for beliefs. GENC-POMDP [Brechtel
et al., 2013] represents the ↵-functions using regression trees, which are
very general function approximator. However, it is di cult to quantify
the approximation error of regression trees. Over many value iterations,
accumulated approximation error could degrade the resulting policy.
Instead of approximating the value function, our algorithms directly
construct the policy in the form of a policy graph [Hansen, 1998]. The
value function can be approximated by performing Monte Carlo simulations
on the policy graph [Ng and Jordan, 2000; Bagnell et al., 2003]. The
combination of policy graph and Monte Carlo simulations brings several
benefits in modeling and policy computation. The algorithms enable highly
expressive continuous-state POMDPs, because there is little restriction on
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the model as long as it allows us to perform simulations. The performance
of policy computation does not directly depend on the dimensionality of
the state space, but relates to the size of the policy graph.
Besides continuous state space, robotic tasks can also benefit from
modeling with continuous observation space. Robots are often equipped
with sonar, laser range finder or camera. These sensor readings are high-
dimensional and continuous. An existing approach [Hoey and Poupart,
2005b] samples the observation space and aggregates them in approximated
value iterations. The approach handles continuous observation space but
is limited to discrete state space. Solving POMDPs with both continu-
ous states and continuous observations is a more di cult challenge. Based
on our success of solving continuous-state POMDPs, we extend the policy
graph to handle continuous observations.
2.2.4 O✏ine and Online Planning
Our works focus on o✏ine planning which pre-computes a policy o✏ine
for fast online execution. An alternative is online planning. Instead of
computing a policy that prescribes actions for all beliefs, online planning
computes the optimal action with respect to the current belief while the
robot is executing the task. It avoids the complexity of computing policy for
the entire belief spaces and thus potentially scales to large and continuous
POMDPs.
Given a POMDP model and the current belief b, online planning algo-
rithms compute the best action by using forward search to build a search
tree rooted at b. A good heuristic is essential for e cient tree search. Some
recent algorithms include Anytime Error Minimization Search (AEMS)
[Ross et al., 2008], Monte Carlo tree search [Silver and Veness, 2010] and




Anytime Error Minimization Search (AEMS) builds a belief search tree
and iteratively expands the fringe nodes selected with a heuristic that max-
imizes the improvement to the value function at the root belief. The heuris-
tic is similar to HSVI, but AEMS does not backup the beliefs to construct
a value function.
Partially observable Monte-Carlo planning (POMCP) [Silver and Ve-
ness, 2010] applies Monte Carlo tree search to online POMDP planning.
It uses Monte Carlo simulations to estimate an upper confidence bound
(UCB) at each tree node. The UCB estimation is then used for tree prun-
ing and action selection. The method can scale to very large state spaces.
However, in the worst case, it could need a large number of online simula-
tions to find a good action.
A Deterministic Sparse Partially Observable Tree (DESPOT) [Somani
et al., 2013] is a sparsely sampled belief tree with guaranteed bound on ap-
proximation error at the root. The algorithm samples many deterministic
trajectories and combines them into a tree. It then uses dynamic program-
ming to find an optimal subtree by considering both the reward and sam-
pling error. Experimental results show that the performance of DESPOT
is close to SARSOP for small problems and outperforms POMCP for larger
problems that cannot be handled by SARSOP.
However, online planning takes non-trivial amount of computation time
at every step of policy execution. Therefore it may not be suitable for
robotic tasks that require fast responsiveness, such as autonomous driving
and aircraft collision avoidance. In contrast, o✏ine planning algorithms
compute a policy, which enables very fast online execution. The computed
policy is much easier for performance validation, which is important for crit-
ical robotic tasks. The policy can be evaluated in simulated environments
at a high speed, with a large number of simulations to cover low-chance
events. The policy can also be inspected by human experts or automated
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tools for knowledge discovery or compliance checking.
Online planning can be combined with o✏ine planning to deal with
challenging planning tasks with long time horizons. For example, both
POMCP and DESPOT require an initial policy to compute the rewards
at the fringe nodes of the tree. The initial policy can be computed using
an o✏ine algorithm, which improves the performance of online planning.
O✏ine planning could borrow the idea of the heuristic used for online
planning.
2.2.5 Reinforcement Learning
In robotic tasks, another source of uncertainty is the unknown or in-
accurate model. In this case, the robot must take actions to learn the
model while completing the task. Reinforcement learning (RL) [Sutton
and Barto, 1998; Kaelbling et al., 1996] provides a framework for the robot
control while no accurate model is available.
Traditionally, without directly learning the model, RL algorithms learn
a cost-to-go function Q(s, a), which denotes the expected total reward of
executing action a at state s. For RL over continuous state space, the
cost-to-go function can be approximated using linear regression or other
machine learning techniques [Smart and Kaelbling, 2000]. Learning the
cost-to-go function is slow because of the large function space. Therefore,
traditional RL is not suitable for robotic tasks which usually require fast
adaptability.
Model-based RL [Kaelbling et al., 1996] and the Bayesian approach to
model-based RL [Bellman and Kalaba, 1959; Feldbaum, 1965; Asmuth et
al., 2009; Kolter and Ng, 2009] provide a framework to speed up the model
learning by incorporating a priori model knowledge. The Bayesian RL
approach captures the model parameter uncertainty explicitly in a proba-
bility distribution. Given a prior distribution over model parameters, the
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approach iteratively updates the distribution by incorporating the obser-
vations received. Solving Bayesian RL is to compute a policy that enables
the robot to complete its task as e ciently as possible, despite the model
uncertainty.
Several successful algorithms have been proposed for Bayesian RL (e.g.,
[Asmuth et al., 2009; Kolter and Ng, 2009]). However, they assume fully
observable discrete system states. They also require substantial online
computation and are thus not suitable for robotic tasks that require fast
response. We argue that the approach of casting a Bayesian RL task as a
POMDP [Du↵, 2002; Poupart et al., 2006] and solving for a policy is better
suited for a variety of robotic tasks. The o✏ine POMDP policy compu-
tation optimally balances model learning and goal achievement. Once a
policy is computed, it can be executed e ciently online for robot action
selection. Essentially, we use o✏ine planning to speed up the online learn-
ing.
We could apply existing POMDP algorithms to solve Bayesian RL [Porta
et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012]. However, none of the earlier algorithms
deals with continuous states and long planning horizons together, which
are often required for robot motion planning tasks. We aim at design-







In this chapter, we describe Monte Carlo value iteration (MCVI), a
point-based algorithm for solving continuous-state POMDPs. The algo-
rithm addresses several important issues in continuous POMDP planning,
including belief representation, policy representation, and policy compu-
tation. Although it still requires discrete observation space, in Chapter 5
we will expend the algorithm to handle continuous observation spaces in
addition to continuous state spaces.
We first give an example of continuous-state POMDP in Section 3.1.
We then introduce the policy graph as an implicit representation of the
value function (Section 3.2). The Monte Carlo backup (MC-Backup) algo-
rithm and theoretical results are presented in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
Finally we give experimental results and demonstrate the application of
MCVI on an important robotic task, unmanned aircraft collision avoid-
ance (Section 3.5 and Section 3.6).
3.1 Modelling in Continuous Space
Recall that we introduced the key concepts of POMDP modeling and
planning in Section 2.1. We now illustrate these concepts for continuous-
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2
Fig. 1. Corridor navigation task. The target door is indicated by green.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Preliminaries
Formally, a POMDP is a tuple (S,A,O, T , Z,R,  ). It
models an robot taking a sequence of actions under uncertainty
to maximize its total reward. In each time step, the robot
takes an action a 2 A and moves from a state s 2 S to
s  2 S, where S and A are the robot’s state space and action
space, respectively. Due to the uncertainty in actions, the end
state s  is represented as a conditional probability function
T (s, a, s ) = p(s |s, a), which models the uncertainty that the
robot lies in s , after taking action a in state s. The robot then
receives an observation o 2 O, where O is the observation
space. Due to the uncertainty in observations, the observation
result is also represented as a conditional probability function
Z(s , a, o) = p(o|s , a) for s  2 S and a 2 A. To elicit
desirable robot behavior, we define a reward function R(s, a).
In each time step, the robot receives a real-valued reward
R(s, a), if it is in state s 2 S and takes action a 2 A.
The robot’s goal is to maximize its expected total reward by
choosing a suitable sequence of actions. When the sequence
of actions has infinite length, we typically specify a discount
factor   2 (0, 1) so that the total reward is finite and the
problem is well defined. In this case, the expected total reward





, where st and at denote the
robot’s state and action at time t, respectively.
Take a corridor navigation task as an example (Figure 1).
A robot travels along a corridor with four doors. The robot’s
goal is to enter the third door from the left. However, the
robot does not know its initial position and must localize itself
using the features in the corridor. Modelling the task as a
POMDP, we encode the robot’s state with the positions in
the corridor, i.e.an 1-dimensional range [ 21, 21]. The robot
has three actions: MOVE-LEFT, MOVE-RIGHT, and ENTER;
The localization features are abstracted as four observations:
LEFT-END, RIGHT-END, DOOR, and CORRIDOR. Both the ac-
tions and observations are noisy. The robot receives a positive
reward if it enters the correct door, and a negative reward
otherwise.
The goal of POMDP planning is to compute an optimal
policy that maximizes the robot’s expected total reward. In the
more familiar case where the robot’s state is fully observable, a
policy prescribes an action, given the robot’s current state. In a
POMDP, the robot’s state is partially observable and modeled
as a belief, i.e., a probability distribution over S. A POMDP
policy ⇡ : B ! A maps a belief b 2 B to the prescribed action
a 2 A.
A policy ⇡ induces a value function V  : B ! R. The value
of b with respect to ⇡ is the expected total reward of executing
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Beliefs and ↵-functions for the corridor navigation task. (a) bL and
bR are beliefs after observed LEFT-END and RIGHT-END, respectively. (b) ↵L
and ↵R are corresponding optimal ↵-functions for bL and bR.





    ⇡, b◆. (1)
When the action space and the observation spaces of a
POMDP are discrete, the optimal value function V   can be
approximated arbitrarily closely by a piecewise-linear, convex
function [26]:





where each   2   is a function over S and called an
 -function. When the state space is also discrete, we can
represent beliefs and  -functions as vectors ( -vectors) and
replace the integral in (2) by a sum. For each fixed  ,
h (b) =
P
s S  (s)b(s) then defines a hyperplane over B, and
V (b) is the maximum value attained at b over all hyperplanes.
In this case, it is clear why V (b) is piecewise-linear and
convex.
Figure 2 shows an example of beliefs and  -functions for
the corridor navigation tasks. The two  -functions ,  L and
 R, are corresponding to two different policies. At belief bL,
the robot will choose the policy associated with  L over  R
because h L(bL) > h R(bL). The same applies to bR.
POMDP policy computation is usually performed offline,
because of its high computational cost.
Given a policy ⇡, the control of the robot’s actions is
performed online in real time. It repeatedly executes two steps.
The first step is action selection. If the robot’s current belief
is b, it takes the action a = ⇡(b), according to the given policy
⇡. The second step is belief update. After taking an action a
and receiving an observation o, the robot updates its belief:
b (s ) = ⌧(b, a, o) = ⌘Z(s , a, o)
Z
s S
T (s, a, s )b(s) ds, (3)
where ⌘ is a normalizing constant.
More information on POMDPs is available in [16], [35].
B. Related Work
POMDPs provide a principled general framework for
planning under uncertainty, but they are often avoided in
robotics, because of their high computational complexity. In
recent years, point-based POMDP algorithms made signifi-
cant progress in computing approximate solutions to discrete
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Figure 3.1: Corridor navigation. (a) The robot needs to localize within the
corridor and enter the intended door (green). (b) Observation functions. (c)
Reward functions. (d) Tw beliefs, bL and bR, when the robot is at the left
and the right ends of corridor, respectively. (e) Two maximum ↵-funct ons, ↵0
with action move-right, and ↵1 with action move-left.
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state POMDPs using a simple example, the corridor navigation task in
Figure 3.1 [Spaan and Vlassis, 2005]. In this task, a robot travels in a
corridor having four doors. The goal is to enter the third door from the
left. However, it does not know its own initial position and must localize
itself using the features in the corridor. In the continuous-state POMDP
model of the task, the state contains the robot’s position in the corridor,
modeled as a one-dimensional range [ 21, 21]. There are three actions:
move-left, move-right, and enter. There are four observations ab-
stracted from localization features: left-end, right-end, door, and
corridor (Figure 3.1b). Both the actions and observations are noisy.
The robot receives a positive reward if it enters the correct door, and a
negative reward otherwise (Figure 3.1c).
In a POMDP, the robot’s state is partially observable and captured
in a belief, which is a probability distribution over S. Figure 3.1d shows
the beliefs bL and bR, which are beliefs after observing the left-end and
right-end, respectively. These beliefs are computed from an uniform ini-
tial belief by applying (2.1). Generally, it is di cult to derive a parametric
form for beliefs over continuous state space.
A POMDP policy ⇡ : B ! A maps a belief b 2 B to the prescribed
action a 2 A. A policy ⇡ induces a value function V⇡ : B ! R. In (2.3),
the value function is represented by a set of ↵-functions. Each ↵-function
is associated with an action. Given a belief b, the expected total reward
of executing the action associated with ↵-function is given by h↵(b) =P
s2S ↵(s)b(s). When executing the policy, we simply find the ↵-function
that maximize h↵(b).
Our example in Figure 3.1e shows two ↵-functions. The ↵-function ↵0
is associated with a policy whose first action is move-right, while ↵1 is
associated with move-left. Since h↵0(bL) > h↵1(bL), the robot chooses
the action move-right at bL. In other words, when the robot is near the
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left end of the corridor, it moves right. Similarly, the robot chooses the
action move-left at bR.
In the next section, we show that ↵-functions can be constructed via
value iteration. However, similar to the beliefs, it is also di cult to repre-
sent the ↵-functions over continuous states in parametric forms. Therefore,
instead of directly constructing ↵-functions with value iteration, we con-
struct the policy graph as an indirect representation of ↵-functions.
3.2 Value Iteration and Policy Graph
Given a POMDP model, the optimal value function can be computed
with value iteration, a dynamic programming algorithm that repeatedly
performs backup operations [Bellman, 1957]. The backup operator H con-
structs a new value function V t+1 by updating the current value function
V t at a belief b:
Vt+1(b) = HVt = max
a2A
n






where R(b, a) =
R
s2S R(s, a)b(s)ds is the expected immediate reward and
bao = ⌧(b, a, o) is the robot’s next belief. Basically, at the belief b, the
backup operation H looks ahead one step and chooses the action that
maximizes the sum of the expected immediate reward and the expected
total reward at the next belief with respect to all observations o 2 O.
Conceptually, exact VI performs backup over all beliefs b 2 B at each
iteration. In this case, the value function Vt is non-descending and will
eventually converge to the unique optimal value function V ⇤. The exact
VI is impractical since B is not enumerable.
Point-based value iteration algorithms perform backup in a selected
subset B ⇢ B. The result is usually an approximation to V ⇤ with guaran-
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Figure 3.2: A policy graph. Each node is labeled with an action a 2 A, and
each edge is labeled with an observation o 2 O.
teed error bound. The point-based backup operator, Hb, produces a new
value function by applying (3.1) on b only.
When the value function V t is explicitly represented as a set of ↵-
functions  t, Hb constructs  t+1 by adding a new ↵-function. The con-
struction has two steps. First we compute a new ↵-function for each a 2 A:
↵0a(s) = HbV t = R(s, a) +  
X
s0,o
T (s, a, s0)Z(s0, a, o)↵ao(s0) (3.2)
where ↵ao = argmax↵2 t
P
s2S ↵(s)bao(s) is the best ↵-function for bao in






Over high-dimensional, continuous state spaces, it can be di cult to
precisely evaluate (3.2) and (3.3) and store the resulting ↵-functions.
MCVI does not represent a value function explicitly as a set of ↵-
functions, but instead represents it implicitly as a policy graph (Figure 3.2).
A policy graph G is a directed graph with labeled nodes and edges. Each
node of G is labeled with an action a 2 A, and each edge of G is labeled
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with an observation o 2 O. To execute a policy represented in this way,
we use a finite state controller whose states are the nodes of G. The con-
troller starts in a node v of G, and a robot, with initial belief b, performs
the associated action av. If the robot then receives an observation o, the
controller transitions from v to a new node v0 by following the edge (v, v0)
with label o. The process then repeats from v0. the finite state controller
does not track the belief explicitly. It encodes the belief implicitly in the
controller state based on an initial belief and the subsequent sequence of
actions and observations. Because of the implicit belief tracking, the policy
graph representation scales up naturally for POMDPs with large discrete
state spaces or continuous state spaces.
For each node v of G, we can define an ↵-function ↵v. Let ⇡G,v denote
a partial policy within G when the controller starts in node v of G. The
value ↵v(s) is the expected total reward of executing ⇡G,v with initial robot












The value function, V G, of the policy graph G is then defined by (2.3).
Keep in mind, however, that MCVI does not explicitly represent VG or the
associated ↵-functions. It evaluates VG in a lazy manner through Monte
Carlo sampling, whenever needed.
There are two alternative approaches to organizing backup operations
over the belief space. Synchronized backup behaves like a standard dy-
namic programming algorithm over a set B of beliefs sampled from B. In
each iteration, it performs backup based on (3.1) at each belief b 2 B until
the iterations converge. Asynchronous backup behaves more like a search
algorithm that incrementally constructs a belief tree rooted at an initial
belief. It integrates belief sampling and backup. In each iteration, the al-
gorithm adds a new belief to the bottom of the tree and performs backup
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Figure 3.3: Perform backup of a policy graph G and create a new policy graph
G0, with a new node and associated edges added to G.
at selected beliefs in the tree. Synchronized backup is simpler, but asyn-
chronous backup is, in general, more flexible and e cient computationally.
In the next sections, we describe the backup procedure (Section 3.3.1),
the synchronous backup algorithm (Section 3.3.2), and the asynchronous
backup algorithm (Section 3.3.3).
3.3 Monte Carlo Value Iteration
3.3.1 Monte Carlo Backup of a Policy Graph
Let VG denote the value function for the current policy graph G. Backup
of G at a belief b involves adding to G a new node uand a new edge from
u for each o 2 O, resulting in a new policy graph G0 (Figure 3.3).





















0(s)ds. However, the definition of ↵v in (3.4)
suggests computing the integral by Monte Carlo simulation: repeatedly
sample a state s with probability b0(s) and then simulate the policy ⇡G,v.
Pushing further on this idea, we can evaluate the entire right-hand side
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of (3.5) via sampling and Monte Carlo simulation, and construct the new
policy graph G0. We call this MC-backup of G at b (Algorithm 1). Intu-
itively, MC-backup considers all possible ways of generating G0. The new
node u in G0 has |A| possible labels, and each outgoing edge from u has
|G| possible end nodes in G, where |G| denotes the number of nodes in
G. Thus, there are |A||G||O| candidates for G0. Each candidate graph G0
defines a new policy ⇡G0,u. We perform N simulations to estimate the value
of b with respect to each candidate ⇡G0,u. For each simulation, we pick s
from the state space S with probability b(s). We run a simulation under
⇡G0,u, starting from s, and calculate the total reward. We then choose the
candidate graph with the highest average total reward. Unfortunately, this
naive procedure requires N |A||G||O| simulations.
Algorithm 1 computes the same result, but is far more e cient, using
only N |A||G| simulations. The loop in line 3 corresponds to the maximiza-
tion over actions a 2 A in (3.5). The loop in line 4 corresponds to the
first integral over states s 2 S and the average over observations o 2 O.
The loop in line 8 corresponds to the maximization over nodes v 2 G.
Simulate(G, v, s, L) performs a single simulation of ⇡G,v, starting at an
initial state s. The simulation length L is chosen so that the error due to
the finite simulation steps is arbitrarily small as a result of discounting.
The three nested loops (line 3–9) generate the simulation results by invok-
ing Simulate and store the results in Va,o,v for a 2 A, o 2 O, and v 2 G.
Using Va,o,v, one can compare the values at b with respect to any candidate
policy graphs and choose the best one (lines 10–15).
3.3.2 Synchronous Backup
The complete MCVI algorithm is the combination of MC-backup and
point-based POMDP planning. MC-backup samples the state space S, and
point-based POMDP planning samples the belief space B. With these two
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Algorithm 1 Backup of a policy graph G at a belief b with N samples.
MC-Backup(G, b,N)
1: For each action a 2 A, Ra  0.
2: For each action a 2 A, each observation o 2 O, and each node v 2 G,
Va,o,v  0.
3: for each action a 2 A do
4: for i = 1 to N do
5: Sample a state si with probability b(si).
6: Simulate taking action a in state si. Generate the new state s0i
by sampling from the distribution T (si, a, s0i) = p(s
0
i|si, a). Gener-
ate the resulting observation oi by sampling from the distribution
Z(s0i, a, oi) = p(oi|s0i, a).
7: Ra  Ra +R(si, a).
8: for each node v 2 G do
9: Va,oi,v  Va,oi,v + Simulate(G, v, s0i, L).
10: for each observation o 2 O do
11: Va,o  maxv2G Va,o,v.
12: va,o  argmaxv2G Va,o,v.
13: Va  (Ra +  
P
o2O Va,o)/N .
14: V ⇤  maxa2A Va.
15: a⇤  argmaxa2A Va.
16: Create a new policy graph G0 by adding a new node u to G. Label u
with a⇤. For each o 2 O, add the edge (u, va⇤,o) and label it with o.
17: return G0.
Simulate(G, v, s, l)
1: if l = 0 then
2: return 0.
3: Let a be the action labeled on v. Simulate taking action av in
state s. Generate the new state s0 by sampling from the distribu-
tion T (s, av, s0) = p(s0|s, av). Generate the resulting observation o by
sampling from the distribution Z(s0, av, o) = p(o|s0, av).
4: v0  end node of the edge (v, v0) with labeled o.
5: return R(s, a) +   · Simulate(G, v0, s0, l   1).
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components the algorithm can overcome the “curse of dimensionality” in
both S and B. There are several approaches to sample the belief space
and arrange backups [Kurniawati et al., 2008; Pineau et al., 2003; Smith
and Simmons, 2005]. With synchronous backup, we first sample a set B of
beliefs by uniform sampling or by incrementally constructing a belief tree
rooted at an initial belief [Pineau et al., 2003]. We use B as an approximate
representation of B and perform MC-backup over B iteratively. Let Gt
represent the policy in the tth iteration and Vt be the corresponding value
function. The initial policy graph G0 consists of |A| nodes. Each node is
labeled with an action in A and has all outgoing edges pointing back to
itself. Essentially, G0 consists of a set of fixed-action partial policies. In
the tth iteration, we invoke MC-Backup(Gt 1, b, N) on the policy graph
Gt 1 at every b 2 B. Each invocation creates one additional node and
associated outgoing edges pointing to nodes in Gt 1. At the end of the tth
iteration, we obtain a new policy graph Gt with |B| additional nodes added
to Gt 1. In Section 3.4, we show that this simple algorithm computes an
approximately optimal policy with bounded error, if both B and S are
adequately sampled.
3.3.3 Asynchronous Backup
Although synchronous backup is simpler to understand and analyze,
asynchronous backup is more e cient. To apply asynchronous backup, we
interleave belief sampling and backup by constructing a belief tree rooted
at an initial belief b0. The basic idea closely matches those in [Kurniawati
et al., 2008; Pineau et al., 2003].
Let R(b0) ✓ B be a subset of points reachable from a given initial belief
b0 2 B under arbitrary sequences of actions and observations. Following
recent point-based POMDP planning approaches [Kurniawati et al., 2008;
Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005; Spaan and Vlassis, 2005],











Figure 3.4: A belief tree rooted at an initial belief b0. Every belief in the tree
is reachable from b0 under some sequence of actions and observations.
our algorithm samples a set of beliefs from this reachable spaceR(b0) rather
than B for computational e ciency, as R(b0) is often much smaller than
B. The sampled beliefs form a tree TR (Figure 3.4). Each node of TR
represents a sampled belief b 2 R(b0), and the root of TR is the initial
belief b0. If b is a node of TR and b0 is a child of b in TR, then b0 = ⌧(b, a, o)
for some a 2 A and o 2 O. By definition, the belief associated with every
node in TR lies in R(b0).
To sample new beliefs, our algorithm updates TR by performing a search
in R(b0). At each node b of TR, it maintains both upper and lower bounds
on the optimal value V ⇤(b). We start from the root of TR and traverse
a single path down until reaching a leaf of TR. At each node b along the
path, we choose action a that leads to the child node with the highest upper
bound and choose observation o that leads to the child node making the
largest contribution to the gap between the upper and lower bounds at the
root of TR. These heuristics are designed to bias sampling towards regions
that likely improves the policy at b0. If b is a leaf node, then we use the
same criteria to choose a belief b0 among all beliefs reachable from b with an
action a 2 A and an observation o 2 O. We compute b0 = ⌧(b, a, o) using
particle filtering and create a new node for b0 in TR as a child of b. The
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sampling path terminates when it reaches a su cient depth to improve the
bounds at the root of TR. We then go back up this path to the root and
perform MC-backup at each node along the way to update the policy graph
as well as to improve the upper and lower bound estimates. We repeat the
sampling and backup procedures until the gap between the upper and lower
bounds at the root of TR is smaller than a pre-specified value.
The lower bound at a tree node b is computed from the policy graph G.
As G always represents a valid policy, VG(b) is a lower bound of V ⇤(b). We
initialize G with a simple default policy, e.g., always performing a single
fixed action. To update the lower bound at b, we perform MC-backup on
the current policy G at b. As a result, we obtain an updated policy graph
G0 and an MC estimate of the value at b with respect to G0 as an improved
lower bound.
To obtain the initial upper bound at a node b, one general approach
is to relax the model. Assuming that a robot’s state variables are all
fully observable, we can solve a corresponding MDP, whose value function
provides an upper bound on the POMDP value function [Hauskrecht, 2000].
By assuming that a robot’s actions are deterministic, we can further relax
to a deterministic planning problem. To update the upper bound at b, we
perform backup using the Bellman equation (3.1).
Starting with an initial belief b0, the asynchronous backup follows the
procedure described above to iteratively sample new beliefs and perform
backup. Let ✏0 be the di↵erence between the upper bound and the lower
bound at the belief b0. The algorithm terminates when ✏0 is smaller than a
predefined value, or it reaches the maximum running time. The computed
policy is ✏0-optimal.
The upper and lower bounds in our algorithm are obtained via sampling
and MC simulations, and are thus approximate. The approximation quality
improves with the number of samples and simulations. Since the bounds
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are only used to guide belief space sampling, the approximation errors do
not pose serious di culties.
3.4 Analysis
We now analyze the performance of the synchronous backup algorithm
(Section 3.3.2). First we prove that the error from a single MC-Backup
is small with high probability, if N , the number of samples from S, is
su ciently large (Theorem 3.1). We then bound the approximation error
of our computed policy by bounding the error of invoking MC-Backup over
a set of sampled beliefs and over many iterations (Theorem 3.2).
Interestingly, a relatively small number of samples are su cient for
MC-backup to be e↵ective. Let VG(b) denote the value function of a policy
graphG, and let HˆbVG(b) denote the value of b for the improved policy graph
obtained from MC-Backup(G, b,N). With high probability, HˆbVG(b) ap-
proximates HVG(b) well, with error decreasing at the rate O(1/
p
N). For
simplicity, we assume in our analysis below that the simulation length L
is infinite. Taking the finite simulation length into account adds another
error term that decreases exponentially with L.
Theorem 3.1. Let Rmax be an upper bound on the magnitude of R(s, a)
over s 2 S and a 2 A. Given a policy graph G and a point b 2 B,
MC-Backup(G, b,N) produces an improved policy graph such that for any
⌧ 2 (0, 1),
  HVG(b)  HˆbVG(b)    2Rmax
1   
r
2 (|O| ln |G|+ ln(2|A|) + ln(1/⌧))
N
,
with probability at least 1  ⌧ .
Proof. There are |A||G||O| candidates for the improved policy graph. E↵ec-
tively MC-backup uses N samples to estimate the value at b with respect
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to each candidate and chooses the best one.
First, we calculate the probability that all the estimates have small er-
rors. Let  i be a random variable representing the total reward of the ith
simulation under a candidate policy. Define   =
PN
i=1  i/N . Using Hoe↵d-
ing’s inequality [Hoe↵ding, 1963], we have p(|    E( )|   ✏)  2e N✏2/2C2 ,
where C = Rmax/(1    ) and ✏ is a small positive constant. Let Ei de-
note the event that the estimate for the ith candidate policy has error




i p(Ei), we con-
clude that the estimate for any of the candidate policy graphs has error





Next, let G⇤ denote the best candidate policy graph and G⇤MC denote
the candidate graph chosen by MC-backup. Let  ⇤ and  ⇤MC be the corre-
sponding estimates of the value at b in MC-backup. Then,
HVG(b)  HˆbVG(b) = E( ⇤)  E( ⇤MC)
= E( ⇤)   ⇤ +  ⇤   E( ⇤MC)
 E( ⇤)   ⇤ +  ⇤MC   E( ⇤MC).
The inequality in the last line follows, as MC-backup always chooses the
candidate policy graph with the highest estimate. Thus  ⇤   ⇤MC. Finally,
the result in the previous paragraph implies that | ⇤   E( ⇤)|  ✏ and
| ⇤MC   E( ⇤MC)|  ✏, with probability at least 1   ⌧ . Hence, |HVG(b)  
HˆbVG(b)|  2✏, and the conclusion follows.
Next we bound the error in the computed policy by applying syn-
chronous backup over B, a set of beliefs sampled from B. Let  B =
supb2B minb02B kb   b0k1 be the maximum L1 distance from any point in
B to the closest point in B. We say that B covers B well if  B is small.
Let Vt be the value function for the policy graph in the tth iteration of
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synchronous backup over B. (Section 3.3.2). The theorem below bounds
the error between Vt and the optimal value function V ⇤.
Theorem 3.2. For every b 2 B and every ⌧ 2 (0, 1),









(1   )2  B +
2 tRmax
(1   ) ,
with probability at least 1  ⌧ .
To simplify the proof, the bound is not tight. The main objective here
is to identify the main sources of approximation error and quantify their
e↵ects. The bound consists of three terms. The first term depends on how
well MC-backup samples S (Algorithm 1, line 5). It decays at the rate
O(1/pN). We can reduce this error by taking a suitably large number of
samples from S. The second term, which contains  B, depends on how well
B covers B. We can reduce  B by sampling a su ciently large set B to
cover B well. The last term arises from a finite number t of synchronous
backup iterations and decays exponentially with t. Note that although
MC-backup is performed over points in B, the error bound holds at every
belief b 2 B.
To prove the theorem, we need a Lipschitz condition on value func-
tions [Hsu et al., 2007]:
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that a POMDP value function V can be represented
as or approximated arbitrarily closely by a set of ↵-functions. For any
b, b0 2 B, if kb  b0k1   , then |V (b)  V (b0)|  Rmax1    .
Proof. Suppose that ↵ and ↵0 are maximum ↵-functions at b and b0, re-
spectively. Then V (b) =
R
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(see Section 2.1).

















We now prove Theorem 3.2.
Proof. Let ✏t = maxb2B |V ⇤(b)  Vt(b)| be the maximum error of Vt(b) over
b 2 B. First, we bound the maximum error of Vt(b) over any b 2 B in
terms of ✏t. For any point b 2 B, let b0 be the closest point in B to b. Then
|V ⇤(b)  Vt(b)|  |V ⇤(b)  V ⇤(b0)|+ |V ⇤(b0)  Vt(b0)|+ |Vt(b0)  Vt(b)|
Applying Lemma 3.1 twice to V ⇤ and Vt, respectively, and using the as-
sumption |V ⇤(b0)  Vt(b0)|  ✏t, we get
|V ⇤(b)  Vt(b)|  2Rmax
1     B + ✏t. (3.6)
Next, we bound the error ✏t. Let H denote the standard backup op-
erator that performs backup using (3.1) at every belief b 2 B. Clearly,
V ⇤ = HV ⇤. For any b0 2 B,
|V ⇤(b0)  Vt(b0)|  |HV ⇤(b0)  HˆbVt 1(b0)|
 |HV ⇤(b0) HVt 1(b0)|+ |HVt 1(b0)  HˆbVt 1(b0)|,
(3.7)
The inequality in the first line holds because V ⇤(b0)   Vt(b0) and Vt(b0)  
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HˆbVt 1(b0). It is well known that the operator H is a contraction: kHV  
HV 0k1   kV   V 0k1 for any value functions V and V 0, where k · k1
denotes the L1 norm. The contraction property and (3.6) imply
|HV ⇤(b0) HVt 1(b0)|   
⇣2Rmax
1     B + ✏t 1
⌘
. (3.8)
Theorem 3.1 guarantees small approximation error with high probability
for a single MC-backup operation at a belief b. To obtain Vt, we perform
t synchronous backups, and each synchronous backup invokes MC-backup
|B| times. Therefore, we have |B|tMC-backup operations in total. Suppose
that each MC-backup fails to achieve small error with probability at most
⌧/|B|t. We apply the union bound together with Theorem 3.1 and obtain








for every b0 2 B and i < t, with probability at least 1   ⌧ . We then
substitute the inequalities (3.7–3.9) into the definition of ✏t and derive a
recurrence relation for ✏t. For any initial policy graph, the error ✏0 can
be bounded by 2Rmax/(1    ). Solving the recurrence relation for ✏t and
substituting it into (3.6) gives us the final result.
The analysis is for synchronous backup, which is simpler than asyn-
chronous backup. Using heuristics and prioritizing the backups, asyn-
chronous backup is generally more e cient. The theoretical results, es-
pecially Theorem 3.1, could be directly applied to asynchronous backup,
Theorem 3.2 could also serve as an upper bound for asynchronous backup,
but deriving a tighter bound in this form of could be di cult. We imple-
mented MCVI with asynchronous backup and empirically evaluated it in
the next section.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Perseus and MCVI on the navigation task.
Algorithm Average Total Reward
Perseus Gaussian mixture 1.43± 0.07
Perseus particle filter 1.35± 0.10
MCVI 1.66± 0.07
3.5 Experiments
This section evaluates MCVI in several benchmark problems. The next
section (Section 3.6) applies MCVI to a challenging unmanned aircraft
collision avoidance task. These experimental results indicate that MCVI is
a practical approach for robotic tasks.
In these experiments, we compare MCVI with discrete POMDPs and
other continuous POMDP algorithms. The results show that MCVI often
achieves a better performance in robotic tasks. It enables finer model
design, and can scale to larger problems. In general, MCVI is suitable for
robotic tasks that require the models with large or continuous state spaces
but discrete observation and action spaces.
In each test, we computed a policy and estimated the expected total
reward of the policy by running a su ciently large number of simulations
and averaging the total rewards. The average total reward serves as a
measure of the quality of the computed policy. As MCVI is a randomized
algorithm, we repeated each test 10 times and recorded the average results.
All the computations were performed on a computer with a 2.66GHz Intel
processor running the Linux operating system.
3.5.1 Navigation
Recall the corridor navigation task introduced in the beginning of the
chapter (Figure 3.1), the problem first appeared in the work on Perseus [Spaan
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Figure 3.5: Performance of MCVI versus continuous Perseus on the navigation
task.





















Figure 3.6: Performance of MCVI with respect to N on the navigation task.
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Figure 3.7: Empirical convergence rate with respect to N , the number of
simulations in each MC-backup. The solid line indicates the average total
reward for policies. The dashed line indicates the best fitting curve a/
p
N + b.
and Vlassis, 2005]. This is a relatively simple problem. We can construct
a discrete POMDP model for it and compute a policy e ciently using dis-
crete POMDP algorithms. The main purpose here is to evaluate MCVI in
comparison with existing work on an understood task.
We apply MCVI to the same model as that for Perseus [Spaan and Vlas-
sis, 2005]. Perseus requires that all the transition functions, observation
functions, and reward functions be modeled as a combination of Gaussians.
Representing the entire model with Gaussians imposes a severe restriction.
Even the simple observation function in Figure 3.1b requires eight Gaussian
components. Doing so for more complex tasks, such as the obstructed rock
sample in the next subsections, is impractical.
We ran MCVI with 800 particles for belief representation and N = 800
simulations for MC-backup. We ran Perseus using the original authors’
Matlab program and parameter settings [Spaan and Vlassis, 2005]. There
are two versions of Perseus using di↵erent belief representations. One ver-
sion uses Gaussian mixture and the other one uses particle filtering. The re-
sults are reported in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.5. In each test, the running time
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is 2400 seconds. The results indicate that the policy computed by MCVI
can exceed the performance of Perseus. Figure 3.5 shows that MCVI policy
computation is also more e cient than Perseus. Although Perseus repre-
sents the value functions as a linear combination of Gaussians, the number
of Gaussian components can grow exponentially. Therefore, Perseus incurs
a high computational cost in constructing the Gaussian value functions.
To reduce the number of Gaussian components, Perseus has to apply ap-
proximation techniques. The approximation error is di cult to quantify.
Therefore, even though MCVI does not require a Gaussian model and does
not take advantage of it, it could achieve good performance on such a para-
metric model, outperforming Perseus in terms of both solution quality and
computational e ciency.
A main parameter in MCVI is N , which controls the number of simu-
lations in each MC-backup. Figure 3.6 shows the e↵ect of N on the perfor-
mance of MCVI. When the planning time is short, small N results in better
performance. As the planning becomes longer, larger N is preferable. The
reason is that MCVI has distinct sources of approximation errors (see The-
orem 3.2). One is  B, which characterizes how well B, the set of sampled
beliefs, covers the belief space. The other is N , which a↵ects the accuracy
of estimating the value of a belief. Initially, B is small and does not cover
the belief space well. MCVI with smaller N performs better, because it
samples new beliefs faster. Once B is su ciently large, the approximation
error of value estimation in MC-backup becomes dominant. Thus larger N
gives better results.
Figure 3.7 studies further the empirical convergence rate of MCVI with
respect to N . We computed policies by running MCVI with di↵erent N ,
while fixing the number of MC-backups to 150 and the number of particles
in the belief representation to 8000. The empirical results are consistent
with our analysis (Section 3.4), showing that the approximation error of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8: Simulations runs for three ORS models: (a) low noise in sensing and
movements, (b) higher sensor noise, and (c) higher movement noise. Shaded
polygons indicate obstructed regions. Shaded and white discs indicate the
regions in which the rover may perform the sample action. The rocks are
located at the center of the discs. Shaded discs represent valuable rocks,
and white discs represent bad rocks. Solid black curves indicates the rover’s
trajectories. Each “⇧” marks a location where the rover performs a sample
action. Each “4” marks a location where the rover performs a sense action,
and the corresponding dashed line indicates the rock being sensed.
MCVI decreases at the rate O(1/pN).
3.5.2 Obstructed Rock Sample
The original Rock Sample problem [Smith and Simmons, 2005] is a
benchmark for new discrete POMDP algorithms. In this problem, a plane-
tary rover explores an area and searches for rocks with scientific value. The
rover always knows its own position exactly, as well as those of the rocks.
However, it does not know which rocks are valuable. It uses the sense
action to take noisy long-range sensor readings on the rocks. The accuracy
of the readings depends on the distance between the rover and the rocks.
The rover can also apply the sample action on a rock in the immediate
vicinity and receive a positive or negative reward, depending on whether
the sampled rock is actually valuable. The robot’s goal is to find as many
valuable rocks as possible quickly and then move to the right boundary of
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the environment to report the results.
We extended Rock Sample in several ways to make it more realistic.
We introduced obstructed regions, which the rover cannot travel through.
Furthermore, the rover’s movement is now noisy. In each time step, the
rover can choose to move in any of eight equally spaced directions with two
speed settings. Finally, the rover does not always know its own location
exactly. It can only localize in the immediate vicinity of a rock, which
serves as a landmark. We call this extended versionObstructed Rock Sample
(ORS).
We created three models of ORS by varying the noise levels for the
rover’s movements and long-range rock sensor. We ran MCVI on each
model. The average planning time ranges from 5 minutes for the low-noise
model to a maximum of 2 hours.
Figure 3.8 shows a simulation run for each computed policy. For the
low-noise model (Figure 3.8a), the rover first moves towards the top-left
rock. It senses the rock and decides to sample it. It also senses the lower-left
rock, but cannot determine whether the rock is valuable, because the rock
is far away and the sensor reading is too noisy. The rover then approaches
the lower-left rock and senses it again. Together the two sensor readings
indicate that the rock is likely bad. So the rover does not sample it. Along
the way, the rover also senses the top-right rock twice and decides that the
rock is likely valuable. As the movement noise is low, the rover chooses
to go through the narrow space between two obstacles to reach the rock
and sample it. It then takes a shortest path to the right boundary. We
do not have a good way of determining how well the computed policy
approximates an optimal one. In this simulation run, the jaggedness in
the rover’s path indicates some amount of sub-optimality. However, the
rover’s overall behavior is reasonable. When the sensor noise in the model
is increased (Figure 3.8b), the rover maintains roughly the same behavior,
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but it must perform many more sensing actions to determine whether a
rock is valuable. When the movement noise is increased (Figure 3.8c), the
rover decides that it is too risky to pass through the narrow space between
obstacles and takes an alternative safer path.
A standard discrete POMDP model of Rock Sample uses a grid map
of the environment. Typically, discrete POMDP algorithms can handle a
10⇥ 10 grid in reasonable time. This is inadequate for complex geometric
environments. The environment shown in Figure 3.8, which consists of
relatively simple geometry, requires a grid of roughly 50⇥50, due to closely
spaced obstacles. A discrete POMDP model of this size requires about 4
GB of memory before any computation is performed. MCVI avoids this
di culty completely.
3.6 Application to Unmanned Aircraft Collision
Avoidance
We now apply MCVI to an important problem, unmanned aircraft col-
lision avoidance, and examine in detail some key modeling and algorithmic
issues.
Unmanned aircraft have great potential for military, scientific, and com-
mercial applications, but currently they cannot fly in civil airspace without
special authorization. One primary concern is that unmanned aircraft do
not yet have the capability to sense and avoid other aircraft e↵ectively. An
automated airborne collision avoidance system that meets the strict safety
requirements of civil aviation authorities will greatly expand the applica-
tions of unmanned aircraft.
A key component of a collision avoidance system is the threat resolution
logic, which relies on noisy sensor readings to detect other aircraft and
must act under tight time limits to help bring the aircraft to safety. The
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safety-critical and time-critical nature of collision avoidance systems makes
designing e↵ective logic a significant challenge.
The collision avoidance task can be modeled as a POMDP, which ac-
counts for sensor noise as well as the unknown flight dynamics and in-
tentions of other aircrafts. The threat resolution logic is then generated
automatically by solving the model. This automated approach has sev-
eral advantages over the traditional approach of manually designing the
logic. It is nearly impossible for a human designer to anticipate all possible
aircraft encounter situations, but the POMDP approach systematically ac-
counts for all of them and their likelihood when solving the model. Once a
successful POMDP model has been developed, it can be adapted relatively
easily for di↵erent aircraft dynamics and sensor characteristics. The logic is
then regenerated. It would be expensive and time consuming to handcraft
a new collision avoidance system for every combination of aircraft platform
and sensor configuration and to verify the safety of the system.
We use MCVI to solve collision avoidance POMDP models. MCVI is
well suited for computing the threat resolution logic for several reasons:
• MCVI operates directly on continuous-state POMDP models and
avoids ine cient a priori discretization of the state space.
• The resulting finite state controllers can be executed e ciently—
using table lookup—to meet the strict time limits of collision avoid-
ance systems.
• The graphical representation of policy graphs facilitates manual in-
spection and modification when necessary. They can also be validated
using model-checking and simulation tools.
The parametric POMDP algorithms such as Perseus cannot be applied
here, because they require linear dynamics with Gaussian noisy while the
flight dynamics are non-linear.
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We constructed several collision avoidance POMDPs in both 2-D and
3-D spaces and with di↵erent sensors. We applied MCVI to each model
to generate the logic and evaluated it in the CASSATT simulator [Kuchar,
2005], which is designed for testing collision avoidance systems. Simulation
results show that our 3-D continuous-state models reduce the collision risk
by up to 70 times, compared with 2-D discrete-state POMDP models in
earlier work [Temizer et al., 2010] as well as the widely deployed Tra c
Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS).
3.6.1 Collision Avoidance Models
Our models focus on situations involving two aircraft, the own aircraft
and the intruder aircraft. The own aircraft has no prior information on the
intruder aircraft’s flight path, but has sensors onboard. Given noisy sen-
sor input, the collision avoidance system maneuvers the own aircraft and
tries to prevent Near Mid-Air Collision (NMAC) by keeping a safe sepa-
ration distance between the two aircraft. The details on state-transition,
observation, and reward modeling are described below.
3.6.1.1 Flight Dynamics Modeling
We use a simplified flight dynamics model that treats an aircraft as
a point mass in 3-D space. Let (x, y, z) be the position of the aircraft
with respect to the earth coordinate system, where the positive x-direction
points east, the positive y-direction points north, and z is the altitude. Let
✓ be the aircraft’s heading angle with respect to east. Let u and v be the
aircraft’s horizontal and vertical speed, respectively. The flight state of the
aircraft is specified as (x, y, z, ✓, u, v).
The aircraft control consists of the vertical acceleration a 2 { am, 0, am}
and the turn rate ! 2 { !m, 0,!m}, where am and !m are the maximum
control input values. Although aircraft control inputs are in fact contin-
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uous, restricting to the extreme values is reasonable for emergency ma-
neuvers. This discretization helps improve computational e ciency during
the POMDP policy computation. The horizontal speed u is constant and
cannot be controlled. This is a reasonable simplification, as aircraft typi-
cally fly at high horizontal speed, which cannot be changed quickly under
emergency conditions.
Given (a,!), the new state of the aircraft after a small time duration
 t is given by
xt+1 = xt + u t cos ✓,
yt+1 = yt + u t sin ✓, ✓t+1 = ✓t + ! t, (3.10)
zt+1 = zt + vt t, vt+1 = vt + a t.
3.6.1.2 Encounter Modeling
An encounter model specifies the state-transition dynamics of the own
aircraft and the intruder aircraft during an encounter. In our model, a
state consists of the two aircraft flight states. There are 9 discrete actions
{ am, 0, am}⇥ { !m, 0,!m}, which maneuver the own aircraft by specify-
ing the control inputs for the vertical acceleration a and the turn rate !.
Because the intruder aircraft’s control inputs a and ! are unknown, they
are modeled as uniform random variables. Each aircraft’s state-transition
dynamics is then given by (3.10).
Although our encounter model has 12 state variables, the state space
is e↵ectively 10-dimensional since each aircraft’s horizontal speed is con-
stant. To cope with the high-dimensional state space, earlier work using a
discrete-state POMDP approach had to adopt a lower-dimensional model
and a coarse discretization [Temizer et al., 2010]. First, the aircraft are not
allowed to turn, so that they always move within a 2-D plane containing the
current positions of the two aircrafts, instead of the full 3-D space. Next,
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the intruder aircraft’s flight state is specified in the own aircraft’s local
coordinate system, in order to further reduce state-space dimensionality.
Finally, the state space is discretized coarsely to fit within the capability
of discrete-state POMDP algorithms.
Discretizing continuous state-transition dynamics introduces modeling
errors that are often di cult to quantify. To find e↵ective discretization,
domain knowledge and many trials are needed to tune the granularity of
discretization for each state variable. Our continuous-state POMDP mod-
els avoid these di culties entirely and enable designers to specify aircraft
flight dynamics in a much more natural and realistic manner.
3.6.1.3 Sensor Modeling
We consider two sensor modalities that are likely suitable for unmanned
aircraft: electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) and radar.
EO/IR measures the intruder aircraft’s elevation and bearing in the
own aircraft’s local coordinate system. The sensor’s limited field of view
(FoV), especially in the vertical direction (see Table 3.2), makes aircraft
control and sensing challenging. For computational e ciency, our observa-
tion model discretizes both elevation and bearing into four equally spaced
values. When the sensor detects the intruder aircraft, it produces a pair of
elevation-bearing values. Including the observation No-Detection, there
are 17 possible observations. The sensor may produce false positive or false
negative detection, as well as error in elevation-bearing values. Our obser-
vation model accounts for all sensing errors. The main model parameters
are shown in Table 3.2. Implementation details of the model are the same
as those in [Temizer et al., 2010].
Radar is not as accurate as EO/IR in measuring elevation and bearing,
but it measures the range to the intruder aircraft. The range is discretized
into 3 values. The observation model for radar has 49 observations in total.
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Table 3.2: Sensor parameters.
EO/IR Radar
Range limit 5NM1 5NM
Azimuth limit ±110 deg ±110 deg
Elevation limit ±15 deg ±15 deg
Range error standard deviation n/a 50 ft
Bearing error standard deviation 0.5 deg 1 deg
Elevation error standard deviation 0.5 deg 1 deg
False positive probability 0.01 0.01
False negative probability 0.01 0.01
1Nautical mile.
Table 3.3: Performance comparison of threat resolution logic.
Model Algorithm Sensor Risk Ratio v a |⇡|
(ft/s) (ft/s2)
3D POMDP continuous MCVI EO/IR 0.000657 27.85 1.89 59
2D POMDP continuous MCVI 0.017409 31.00 1.22 362
2D POMDP discrete SARSOP 0.035100 28.61 1.48 n/a
3D POMDP continuous MCVI Radar 0.000892 26.85 1.83 43
2D POMDP continuous MCVI 0.021739 29.50 1.67 766
2D POMDP discrete SARSOP 0.063370 23.63 1.26 n/a
TCAS II TCAS 0.061220 5.09 0.35 n/a
Nominal n/a 1.000000 4.25 0.17 n/a
Other aspects of the radar model are similar to those for EO/IR.
3.6.1.4 Reward Modeling
The primary goal of collision avoidance systems is to minimize the risk
of NMAC. By definition, NMAC occurs when two aircraft are within a
horizontal distance of 500 ft and a vertical distance of 100 ft. Our reward
model assigns a large penalty of  10, 000 for NMAC. To discourage un-
necessary maneuvers, our model assigns a penalty of  0.1 when the own
aircraft has non-zero vertical velocity or turn rate.
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Table 3.4: Risk ratio versus maneuver penalty.
Rm Risk Ratio v a !
(ft/s) (ft/s2) (deg/s)
-0.1 0.000657 27.85 1.89 0.0269
-0.5 0.001297 25.14 2.42 0.0239
-1 0.002230 26.90 1.80 0.0264
-2 0.097492 23.92 2.09 0.0148
-5 0.247996 6.32 0.83 0.0065
3.6.2 Simulation Results
We constructed two collision avoidance POMDPs in 3-D space with
EO/IR and radar sensors, respectively. We used MCVI to solve each model
and evaluated the resulting policy in the CASSATT simulator [Kuchar,
2005]. CASSATT is a fast, parallelized simulator for testing threat resolu-
tion logic. It has been used to test TCAS for manned aircraft [Billingsley,
2006]. Our tests used the same 15,000-encounter data set from earlier
work [Temizer et al., 2010]. This data set was generated from a model de-
rived from nine months of radar data in the United States airspace [Kochen-
derfer et al., 2008]. Each encounter lasts 50 seconds, and the collision
avoidance system generates a command every six seconds.
To compare with discrete-state POMDP models [Temizer et al., 2010],
we also constructed POMDPs in 2-D space by projecting the state-transition
dynamics and observations of our 3-D models onto the vertical plane con-
taining the two aircraft. The action space of the 2-D models contains the
vertical acceleration v, but not the turn rate !. In the CASSATT simu-
lator, policies generated from 2-D models control only v, and the aircraft
maintains its nominal turn rate.
Table 3.3 summarizes the simulation results. Column 1 and 2 list the
model and the algorithm that produced the threat resolution logic. All
POMDP models used the uniform initial belief and the same reward func-
tion described in Section 3.6.1.4. For each continuous-state model, it took
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a maximum of 8 hours to compute a policy on a computer server with two
4-core 2.4GHz CPUs. The results for the discrete-state models and TCAS
are based on the reports in [Temizer et al., 2010].
Column 4 of Table 3.3 lists the risk ratio, the main performance mea-
sure of collision avoidance systems. Risk ratio is the probability that an
encounter leads to NMAC when using the system divided by that when
not using the system. The last row of Table 3.3 shows the risk ratio for
nominal flight, which maintains the current flight path without any colli-
sion avoidance maneuver. Column 5 and 6 list the mean magnitudes of
vertical velocity v and acceleration a. It is desirable to have low velocity
and acceleration without much sacrifice in the risk ratio. Column 6 lists
the number of nodes in the policy graphs produced by MCVI.
Compared with 2-D discrete-state models, 2-D continuous-state models
reduced the risk ratio by 2–3 times, even though both types of models have
the same underlying flight dynamics, the same action space, and the same
observation model.
Our 3-D continuous-state models reduced the risk ratio by 58 times
with the EO/IR sensor and 70 times with the radar sensor. MCVI enabled
us to model aircraft maneuvers in the full 3-D space, allowing the risk ratio
to be significantly reduced. It is impossible for discrete-state POMDPs to
handle such high-dimensional state spaces.
To calibrate performance, we also examine the Tra c Alert and Colli-
sion Avoidance System (TCAS) on the same data set [Kuchar and Drumm,
2007]. TCAS is the most widely deployed collision avoidance system to-
day and is mandated for all large commercial passenger and cargo aircraft
worldwide. All our models produced logic with lower risk ratio than the
TCAS logic. Since TCAS is not optimized for automated unmanned air-
craft control, a direct comparison is not fair, but the results nevertheless
indicate the potential of these controllers generated automatically from
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POMDP models.
Our approach allows us to change model parameters easily and generate
controllers with di↵erent characteristics. We examined how the amount of
maneuvering a↵ects the risk ratio by varying the maneuver penalty Rm in
the 3-D continuous-state model with the EO/IR sensor. As expected, when
the cost increases, the risk ratio increases, and the amount of maneuvering
decreases, though the relationships are not exactly monotonic (Table 3.4).
Figure 3.9 shows a policy graph for our 3-D continuous-state model with
the EO/IR sensor. Only a subgraph can be shown in the limited space.
Several interesting properties can be observed:
• The own aircraft executes various maneuvers for information gather-
ing. When the observation is No-Detection, the aircraft turns right
for two steps (node 1 and 2) in order to overcome the sensor’s lim-
ited FoV and scan a larger region for the intruder aircraft. The own
aircraft may also ascend and then descend (node 3 and 4) based on
the observations to better localize the intruder aircraft.
• After turning right for two steps (node 1 and 2), the aircraft switches
to level flight (node 5) in response to further No-Detection, rather
than turn left to continue searching for the intruder aircraft. Sev-
eral successive No-Detection observations indicate that the space
to the right is likely clear. Continuing the search is unlikely to be
fruitful, whether the intruder aircraft is detected in the end or not.
This shows the policy’s ability to balance information exploration and
exploitation, a key benefit of the POMDP approach.
• The policy graph contains several reused components, e.g., the parts
starting at node 6 and 7, respectively. They can be regarded as sub-
policies.
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Figure 3.9: A subgraph of the policy graph for the 3-D continuous-state
POMDP model with EO/IR. Each node is labeled with START, an arrow,
or a dot. START indicates the start node. An arrow indicates the directions
of vertical acceleration and turn. A dot indicates zero acceleration and turn.
Doubly-circled nodes represent initial policies. Each edge is color-coded and
labeled with BL (below-left), BR (below-right), AL (above-left), AR (above-
right), or N (no detection).
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3.7 Summary
Most existing POMDP algorithms assume a discrete state space, while
the natural state space of a robot is often continuous. This chapter presents
Monte Carlo Value Iteration for continuous-state POMDPs. It samples
both a robot’s state space and the corresponding belief space, and computes
a POMDP policy represented as a finite state controller. Both theoretical
and experimental results indicate that MCVI is a promising new approach
for robot motion planning under uncertainty.
MCVI does not require artificial discretization of a continuous state
space. Neither does it impose restrictions on the parametric form of the
model. All of these properties make it easier to model robot motion plan-
ning tasks under uncertainty with POMDPs. The variety of di↵erent
robotic tasks on which we evaluated MCVI—navigation, exploration, and
aircraft collision avoidance—indicates that MCVI is flexible and simple to
use.
Besides the experiments presented here, MCVI can be potentially ap-
plied to many other robotic tasks. Some applications based on MCVI al-
ready appeared in published works [Wang et al., 2013; Le Menec and Pop-
Stefanov, 2013]. MCVI solves POMDPs with large or continuous state
spaces, but is limited to discrete observation space. To solve POMDPs
with both continuous states and continuous observations, a new algorithm
based on the idea of MCVI is proposed in Chapter 5. Due to the high
computational cost of searching a large belief space, MCVI is most e -
cient for problems with short planning horizon. For problems with long
horizon, the MCVI algorithm can be extended with macro-actions [Lim et
al., 2011]. Our experimental results show that Monte Carlo simulations
typically take up around 99% of the total computation time and are the
dominating factor. Modern computer hardwares provide many opportuni-
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ties to speed up the practical performance of Monte Carlo simulations via
parallelization. In a recently published work that is directly based on the
work in this chapter, an implementation of MCVI on the general-purpose
GPU architecture is able to improve computation speed by more than 50
times [Lee and Kim, 2013].
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Chapter 4
Planning How to Learn
Besides control and sensing uncertainty, many robotic tasks also face the
challenge of inaccurate or unknown model parameters. In this chapter, we
show that the model learning problems can be modeled as a continuous-
state POMDP. Solving the POMDP produces a policy that controls the
robot to learn the model parameters and complete the task simultaneously.
Theoretically, we could solve the continuous-state POMDP using MCVI
(Chapter 3), but it imposes a relatively higher computational cost. This
chapter presents a simpler and faster algorithm specifically designed for
model learning problems.
4.1 Overview
Bayesian reinforcement learning (RL) represents model uncertainty as
a probability distribution over the space of all possible models and chooses
actions that maximize a robot’s expected long-term performance with re-
spect to this distribution.
Generally, Bayesian RL could be cast to a POMDP [Kaelbling et al.,
1998]. The POMDP state is a pair (s, ✓), where s is the robot state and
✓ represents unknown model parameters. A probability distribution on
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Figure 4.1: The acrobot is a two-link articulated robot actuated only at the
joint connecting the two links and thus unactuated. It resembles a gymnast
swing on a high bar. In the standard acrobot, each link has mass m = 1.0 and
length ` = 1.0.
✓ captures the uncertainty in the model parameters. It aims to achieve
optimal trade-o↵ between exploration and exploitation by analyzing both
aspects of each action: (i) the immediate benefit of moving the robot state
towards the goal and (ii) the contribution towards learning the unknown
model parameters and reducing model uncertainty.
Example. In the acrobot example (Figure 4.1), let s = (q1, q2, q˙1, q˙2)
denote the acrobot state, where q1 and q2 are joint angles, and q˙1 and q˙2
are angular velocities. The acrobot is controlled by the torque ⌧ at the
joint connecting the two links. Applying the standard laws of mechanics,
we can derive a dynamic model for the acrobot. Suppose now that the
mass m of the second link is unknown in advance. The dynamic model
must then depend explicitly on the unknown parameter m:
s˙ = f(s, ⌧ ;m).
The acrobot receives noisy observations of the system state. Our goal is to
choose ⌧ that brings up the tip of the acrobot above a specified height.
Standard controller design approaches cannot be easily applied here, as
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not all model parameters are known. Instead, we treat the entire system as
a POMDP and form the augmented state (s,m). We maintain a probability
distribution b on (s,m) to capture the uncertainty, in particular, in m
explicitly. We update b by incorporating the observations through Bayesian
filtering. A robot action, i.e., the torque applied, may immediately push
the acrobot’s tip higher towards the goal. At the same time, the action and
the ensuing observation lead to an update of b and reduce the uncertainty
in m, thus enabling more e↵ective robot actions in the future. Intuitively,
when the uncertainty in m is high, the acrobot must act cautiously at
the beginning and hedge against di↵erent possibilities. As the uncertainty
decreases, it then chooses more aggressive actions tailored to specific values
ofm. POMDP planning analyzes both aspects of each action quantitatively
and computes a plan for the acrobot to learn the model parameter and reach
the goal simultaneously.
The acrobot must act fast. To meet the demand of e cient online exe-
cution, we compute the plan o✏ine and represent the plan as a finite state
controller. In the finite state controller, the states are labeled with output
actions, and the transition edges are labeled with input observations.
This approach provides several key advantages:
• It seamlessly integrates planning and learning in a single unified
framework. O✏ine planning incorporates learning objectives in the
computed plan, which then enables nearly optimal online model pa-
rameter learning.
• In contrast to standard RL, the model-based Bayesian approach al-
lows us to easily incorporate prior knowledge on the model and reduce
the di culty of online learning. In the acrobot example, although the
mass parameter may be unknown, the basic laws of motion and an
estimate on the parameter can be used to construct a prior model,
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leaving online learning the simplified task of reducing uncertainty on
the unknown parameter. Such prior knowledge, which is often avail-
able for robotic systems, is crucial for e cient online learning.
• This approach is general and flexible. In addition to model uncer-
tainty, it can accommodate control and sensing uncertainty naturally.
However, solving POMDPs incur high computational cost for robotic
tasks with long planning horizons. For computational e ciency, we con-
sider a subclass of POMDPs with continuous states, but discrete actions
and observations. We also assume deterministic dynamics. For this sub-
class of models, we provide a simple and e↵ective algorithm that finds
approximate solutions. We have evaluated the algorithm in simulation on
two distinct tasks, acrobot swing-up and autonomous vehicle navigation
amidst pedestrians, and obtained interesting preliminary results.
4.2 Problem Formulation
POMDPs can model a variety of robotic systems with control un-
certainty, sensing uncertainty, and environment changes. Let P be the
POMDP model of a robotic system. When some system parameters ✓ are
unknown, we denote the model by P✓ to indicate the parameter dependence
explicitly. P✓ is a tuple (S,A,O, T✓, Z✓, R✓,  ), where T✓, Z✓, and R✓ are
parameterized by ✓. The set of parametrized POMDP models forms the
model space M = {P✓ | ✓ 2 ⇥}, where ⇥ is the space of all parameter
values. The true model is an element of M, but the controller does not
know this true model a priori and must learn the parameters while trying
to complete the specified task.
We take the approach of Bayesian RL, which captures the model param-
eter uncertainty explicitly in a probability distribution. Initially, we have
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a prior distribution over model parameters. It represents our prior knowl-
edge on the model parameters, which could be based on measurement or
specification of the robotic system. We iteratively update the distribution
by incorporating the observations received. Our goal is to compute a policy
that enables the robot to complete its task as e ciently as possible, despite
the model uncertainty. More precisely, we want to find an optimal policy
that maximizes its value with respect to the prior parameter distribution.
Therefore, the computed policy could exploit the prior knowledge encoded
in the initial distribution to perform robotic tasks robustly and e ciently
on the actual robotic system.
Interestingly, our learning problem above can be cast as an augmented
POMDP P 0 = (S 0, A,O, T 0, Z 0, R0,  ). The augmented state space S 0 =
S ⇥ ⇥ is the cross product of the system state space S and the model
parameter space ⇥. The action space A and the observation space O of
P 0 remain unchanged. Since the parameters do not change over time, the
transition function T 0 is defined as
T 0(s, ✓, a, s0, ✓0) = p(s0, ✓0|s, ✓, a)
= p(s0|s, ✓, a, ✓0)p(✓0|s, ✓, a)
= T✓(s, a, s
0) ✓✓0 ,
where the Kronecker delta function  ✓✓0 is 1 if ✓ = ✓0 and 0 otherwise. For
the observation function Z 0 and the reward function R0, we have simply
Z 0(s0, ✓, a, o) = Z✓(s0, a, o) and R0(s0, ✓, a) = R✓(s, a).
A belief in P 0 is a joint probability distribution over S ⇥ ⇥. After
executing an action a and receiving an observation o, the controller updates
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the belief:
b0(s0, ✓0) = ⌧(b, a, o)
= ⌘Z 0(s0, ✓0, a, o)
Z
s2S,✓2⇥





b(s, ✓0)T✓0(s, a, s0) ds. (4.1)
A belief in P 0 completely captures the uncertainty in both the system states
and the model parameters.
We then perform o✏ine POMDP planning and solve P 0 for an optimal
or near-optimal policy. O✏ine planning systematically generates and eval-
uates many action plans conditioned on future observations. It optimally
balances exploration and exploitation by reasoning in the space of beliefs
and optimizing the expected total reward. Through this process of o✏ine
optimization, we obtain a policy, which can be executed e ciently online
on a finite state controller. The controller learns and adapts to di↵erent
model parameters and enables the robot to complete the task e ciently.
4.3 Algorithm
Here we consider a subclass of POMDPs with continuous states, but
discrete actions and observations. We also assume deterministic dynamics.
Despite the restrictions, our algorithm is well suited for some quite inter-
esting robotic tasks (Section 4.4), including the acrobot. Simultaneously,
we are developing a more general POMDP algorithm that removes many
of these restrictions. Results on this new algorithm will be available soon.
To compute a policy for P 0 o✏ine, our current algorithm makes use
of the QMDP heuristic [Littman et al., 1995] and leverages the recent ad-
vances in motion planning. QMDP is an e↵ective heuristic for solving
large discrete POMDPs approximately. It performs a one-step exploration:
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it reasons about the e↵ect of uncertainty by looking ahead one step and
assumes full observability beyond the first step. Specifically, given a belief
b, QMDP chooses the action a⇤ 2 A that maximizes the Q-value Q(b, a),
which is computed by assuming full observability and solving the Markov
decision process (MDP) corresponding to P 0. Although the QMDP heuris-
tic may produce suboptimal actions as it does not actively gather informa-
tion, it often performs well in practice [Littman et al., 1995].
Solving an MDP with a continuous state space, however, remains di -





b(s, ✓)QMP(s, ✓, a) dsd✓, (4.2)
where QMP(s, ✓, a) is the discounted reward of the best plan for the state
s and the parameter value ✓ starting with the action a. We can com-
pute QMP(s, ✓, a) e ciently with any motion planning algorithms, such as
PRM [Kavraki et al., 1996], RRT⇤ [Karaman and Frazzoli, 2010], or A⇤
search, as this is a fully deterministic planning problem. In our experi-
ments (Section 4.4), we use a breadth-first search in which the states are
clustered into equally spaced bins and each bin is visited only once.
Algorithm 2 gives an outline of our algorithm. Although the QMDP
heuristic appears typically in online planning, our algorithm uses it in the
o✏ine setting to construct recursively a policy graph (see Section 4.2), in
fact, a policy tree, for a given belief b.
The recursion ends, and an empty tree is returned, when all states
s 2 S such that b(s, ✓) > 0 for some ✓ 2 ⇥ are terminal. A terminal state
indicates that the robot has either completed the task or failed.
If there is a non-terminal state s and ✓ with non-zero probability b(s, ✓),
we choose the action a⇤ with the maximum heuristic value Q(b, a), which
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Algorithm 2 Build a policy tree with the QMDP heuristic.
BuildPolicyTree(b)
1: if all states s 2 S with b(s, ✓) > 0 for some ✓ 2 ⇥ are terminal then
2: Create an empty tree T with a single node labeled with Nil action
and no children.
3: else
4: a⇤  argmaxa2A
R
s2S,✓2⇥ b(s, ✓)QMP(s, ✓, a) ds d✓.
5: for each o 2 O with p(o|b, a⇤) > 0 do
6: b0  ⌧(b, a⇤, o).
7: To  BuildPolicyTree(b0).
8: Create a new tree T whose root node is labeled with action a⇤. An
outgoing edge of the root is labeled with o 2 O and points to the
child To.
9: return T .
is computed according to (4.2) by evaluating each QMP(s, ✓, a) on demand
with a motion planning algorithm. For each possible observation o 2 O
with p(o|b, a⇤) > 0, we then compute a new belief b0 = ⌧(b, a⇤, o) according
to (4.1) and invoke BuildPolicyTree(b0) recursively to construct a sub-
tree To.
We represent a belief as a particle set. The initial belief is obtained
by sampling a set of N values from the model parameter space according
to the prior b0(✓). This e↵ectively creates a sampled model space, and
the algorithm operates on this space only. It performs the belief update
in (4.1) through particle filtering and approximates the integral in (4.2)
through Monte-Carlo sampling. The particle belief representation does not
require parametric models of b0(✓) and the state transition function T , thus
simplifying the model construction. The approximation error, as a result of
sampling the model parameter space, decreases at the rateO(1/pN) [Wang
et al., 2012].
Each call to BuildPolicyTree(b) constructs one policy tree node by
calling the motion planning procedure O(N) times, as at most N samples
represent the belief b. Thus, constructing a policy tree T with |T | nodes
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requires O(N |T |) calls to the motion planning procedure. In the worst
case, each node in T has |O| children, and |T | grows exponentially with the
planning horizon. However, a small policy may exist for many problems.
In our setting, system dynamics is deterministic. Once the policy gathers
su cient information, it can act according to the estimated model without
further branching on observations. Empirical results in Table 4.1 show that
the running time and |T | are usually sub-linear to N .
4.4 Experiments
We experimented with two distinct robotic tasks in simulation: acrobot
swing-up and pedestrian avoidance for autonomous vehicles. The results
indicate that our approach can potentially be applied to robotic systems
with known dynamics but some unknown parameters. Because the capa-
bility of handling continuous states, our approach is applicable to robotic
control problems, such as controlling an acrobot, in addition to high-level
task planning.
4.4.1 Acrobot
Recall the acrobot example we introduced at the beginning of the chap-
ter, we estimate that the unknown parameter m, the mass of the second
link, is in a range m 2 [0.9, 1.1]. All other parameters are known ex-
actly and the same as those in [Sutton and Barto, 1998]. We simulate
the dynamics with laws of mechanics, and each step of the simulation is
 t = 0.05s.
Our goal is to swing up the tip to a height above 1.95. The swing-up
task is solved as a deterministic motion planning problem if m is known
[Spong, 1995]. However, when there is model uncertainty, a conditional
control policy is necessary because the system dynamics is very sensitive to
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Figure 4.2: The acrobot dynamics is sensitive to model parameters. With the
same open-loop policy, the acrobot may succeed or fail, as a result of 1%
di↵erence in the model parameters.
the value of m. An open loop policy successfully swinging up for m = 1.0
fails for m = 1.01 (Figure 4.2).
We formulate the acrobot swing-up task with unknown m as Bayesian
RL. The prior is an uniform distribution m ⇠ U(0.9, 1.1). The controller
receives a positive reward R when it reaches the goal, and gets a zero
reward for the other states and actions. The controller applies torques on
the second link of the acrobot, and it can choose a di↵erent torque every
10 t = 0.5s. We restrict the torque to ⌧ 2 {+1, 0, 1}. The discount
factor is   = 0.95.
The controller receives discretized values of state (q1, q2, q˙1, q˙2) as ob-
servations. The 4-dimensional continuous states are discretized to equally
spaced bins, and each bin is a hyper-cube with the width 0.5. The dis-
cretization resembles the limited sensor resolution.
To solve the Bayesian RL POMDP, we sample N parameters from the
model prior for the initial belief and computed three POMDP policies with
varying N . Each policy is evaluated with 10, 000 simulation episodes with
a randomly sampled m for each episode.
Table 4.1 shows the performance of POMDP policies with respect to N .
We compare POMDP policies with an oracle policy which calculates a con-
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Table 4.1: Comparison of policies for acrobot swing-up.
Policy Planning Time (s) |T | Average Height (m) Average Reward
N = 1, 000 2, 550 4,992 1.799± 0.010 0.623± 0.006
N = 10, 000 16, 247 33,441 1.830± 0.010 0.671± 0.005
N = 50, 000 57, 931 109,371 1.877± 0.009 0.710± 0.004
Oracle - - 1.970± 0.000 0.756± 0.000
trol sequence according to the true value of m in each episode. In the table,
the second column shows the time spent on o✏ine policy computation; the
third column shows the size of the computed policy tree; the fourth column
shows the final height the tip reached, averaged over all simulations; and
the final column shows the average discounted reward. The quality of the
POMDP policy improves with an increasing N , as the average reward is
getting closer to the oracle policy. This indicates that the POMDP policy
can learn m and reach the goal e ciently.
We computed the policies and run simulations on a desktop computer
with a 2.83GHz CPU and a 4GB memory. The simulations can be run at
30 KHz for each step, which is su cient for the requirement of controlling
acrobots in real-time.
Figure 4.3 shows the behavior of the POMDP policy with N = 50, 000.
It shows 30 trajectories which are generated by using the POMDP pol-
icy to control acrobots with m varying from 0.9 to 1.1. For the sake of
visualization, we only show (q1, q2) changing with time. The trajectories
start at (0, 0) and end in regions around either (⇡, 0) or ( ⇡, 0), which are
the goal regions. These trajectories suggest that the POMDP policy can
adapt to di↵erent m. When m is low, the acrobot approaches the goal
with a counter-clockwise final swing and ends around (⇡, 0). When m is
high, it performs one more swing and approaches the goal with a clockwise
final swing that ends around ( ⇡, 0). The additional swing accounts for
the heavier mass of the second link, which needs more energy to reach the
same height. We encode the knowledge of system dynamics and model
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parameter prior into a POMDP model, and solving this POMDP produces
a policy that can fully exploit these knowledge. Therefore, when executed
online, the policy learns the model quickly, and once its knowledge of model
parameters become su cient, it can complete the task e ciently.
Figure 4.3: Acrobot trajectories corresponding to various m values under a
same POMDP policy. The colors indicate di↵erent m values.
Figure 4.4: The average belief entropy and the torque variance over time for a
POMDP policy in simulation.
Figure 4.4 shows the behavior of a POMDP policy at di↵erent uncer-
tainty levels. It shows the average belief entropy and the variance of the
torque ⌧ at time t. The results are collected from 100 simulations. The
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entropy reduces over time as the POMDP policy receives more and more
observations. The variance of ⌧ is zero at the beginning, reflecting that the
policy has no information about m and always applies the same torques.
The variance of ⌧ increases as the entropy decreases, because the policy
tends to apply torques more specific to the current parameter estimation
whenever it is necessary. Therefore, after acquiring new knowledge with
online learning, the policy can exploit them to improve its performance.
For comparison, we tried earlier Bayesian RL algorithms on this task.
None of the online algorithms (e.g., [Asmuth et al., 2009; Kolter and Ng,
2009]) can be applied here, because they cannot meet the real-time re-
quirement of acrobot control. The o✏ine algorithms [Poupart et al., 2006;
Wang et al., 2012] can handle continuous model parameters but require
discrete state transitions in the POMDP model. The acrobot dynamics
is, however, very sensitive (see Figure 4.2). A coarse discretization does
not capture the main dynamic features, and a fine discretization gener-
ates so many states, which are beyond even the fastest discrete POMDP
algorithms.
4.4.2 Pedestrian Avoidance
In the pedestrian avoidance task, an autonomous vehicle driving on the
road should avoid a pedestrian who is also crossing the road (Figure 4.5).
The vehicle has relatively precise control for itself, but does not know the
pedestrian’s intention, which we treat as an unknown model parameter. To
ensure driving safety while avoiding unnecessary stops, the vehicle has to
learn the pedestrian’s intention from noisy observations of her movements.
We model the vehicle’s state by its position and speed. Position y0 is
the distance traveled by the vehicle from time t = 0. The vehicle’s speed
v0 is ranging from 0 m/s (full stop) to 2 m/s. At every time step, the
vehicle can take one of the three actions to control its speed: accelerate
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Figure 4.5: Pedestrian avoidance.
(1m/s2), maintain (0m/s2) and decelerate ( 1m/s2). The pedestrian’s
position is (x1, y1) and her intention is modeled by the walking direction
  2 [ ⇡/12, ⇡/12] and the speed v1 2 [0.8, 1.2]. The vehicle cannot di-
rectly observe   and v1. The only observation is the pedestrian’s position,
and is discretized to 0.5m ⇥ 0.5m grids, which resembles a limited sensor
resolution.
At each episode, the vehicle’s initial state is y0 = 0 and v0 = 2.0; the
pedestrian’s initial position is (x1, y1) = ( 1.0, 5.0) but her intention is
randomly drawn from an uniform prior:   ⇠ U( ⇡/12, ⇡/12) and v1 ⇠
U(0.8, 1.2). An episode will finish when the vehicle successfully drives to
y0 = 7.0 or a collision happens. The vehicle will get a positive reward +1
when it succeeds, and a negative reward  C for collisions. The rewards are
discounted with   = 0.95. Each time step has a duration of 0.5 seconds.
We model the task as a continuous-state POMDP and use our algorithm
to solve it. We choose the number of sampled model parameters N =
1, 000, 000 and compute policies for three POMDP models with di↵erent
collision costs: C = 1, C = 10 and C = 100.
We compare the computed POMDP policies with the oracle policy and
the Bayes model averaging policy. The oracle policy always chooses the
best action with respect to the pedestrian’s true intention. The Bayes
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Table 4.2: Comparison of policies for pedestrian avoidance.
Policy Planning Time (s) |T | Time Accident
C = 1 163 1401 6.74 0.000957
C = 10 165 1416 6.74 0.000054
C = 100 162 1441 6.77 0.0
Oracle - - 6.42 0.0
Bayes averaging - - 6.55 0.442
averaging policy monitors beliefs online and calculates the expected state
s¯ = E(s) with respect to the current belief b. It then chooses the best
action for s¯ by querying a motion planner. POMDP policies are evaluated
with 1, 000, 000 simulations. The oracle and Bayes averaging policies are
evaluated with 1, 000 simulations due to their higher computational cost as
online algorithms.
In Table 4.2, the second column shows the time spent on o✏ine plan-
ning; the third column shows the size of the policy tree; the fourth column
shows the average time for the vehicle to pass the road; and the last col-
umn shows the accident rate in simulations. With a larger collision cost,
the POMDP policy becomes more conservative: it passes the road slower
and gets a lower accident rate. With C = 100, it achieves a zero accident
rate, which is comparable to the oracle policy in terms of safety. POMDP
policies drive a little slower than the oracle policy, because to ensure safety,
it takes more time to estimate the pedestrian’s intention. The Bayes aver-
aging policy results a much higher accident rate.
Why does the POMDP policy perform as well as the oracle policy and
much better than the Bayes averaging policy? Figure 4.6 shows the aver-
age belief entropy profile of POMDP policy, and the speed profiles of the
POMDP, oracle, and Bayes averaging policy. The results are obtained from
200 simulations. These profiles show the change of uncertainty and speed
over time for each policy. All policies decelerate to nearly a full stop to wait
the pedestrian to pass. But the POMDP policy slows down earlier than the
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Figure 4.6: The average belief entropy and the average vehicle speed for pedes-
trian avoidance in simulations.
oracle policy to hedge against uncertainty. Before time t = 2, the entropy
profile indicates a high level of uncertainty, so the POMDP policy deceler-
ates faster than the oracle policy. After t = 2, the entropy decreases quickly
and the POMDP policy begins to accelerate. As the entropy decreases, the
POMDP policy further accelerates and eventually reaches a speed similar
to the oracle policy. The Bayes averaging policy and oracle policy have
similar speed profiles, because both policies are planning against a single
state at each time step: the ground truth state for the oracle policy and
the averaged state s¯ for the Bayes averaging policy. However, s¯ does not
represent full information as in the belief. By planning against s¯, the Bayes
averaging policy neglects some states that possibly lead to collisions, thus
resulting in a high collision rate. Therefore, planning in the belief space is
necessary for learning the pedestrian’s intention and avoiding collisions.
4.5 Summary
We treat robot motion planning under model uncertainty as Bayesian
reinforcement learning and solve it by constructing an augmented POMDP
over the joint space of robot states and model parameter values. This ap-
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proach integrates planning and learning seamlessly: o✏ine POMDP plan-
ning incorporates learning objectives in the computed plan, which then
enables a robot to learn the true model online and complete the task e -
ciently.
By applying probabilistic sampling and robotic motion planning tech-
niques, our approach can handle robotic tasks with both continuous states
and continuous model parameter values. The experimental results indi-
cate that the approach can be applied to low-level robotic control as well
as high-level task planning. The QMP heuristic requires some restriction
on the model, such as deterministic dynamics. The algorithm can be aug-
mented to relax these restrictions, as it is shown that an arbitrary POMDP
can be always approximated by a POMDP with deterministic state transi-
tions [Ng and Jordan, 2000].
The use of heuristics and a more restrictive model boosts the perfor-
mance of the algorithm. Comparing with MCVI, the algorithm here re-
quires significantly a less number of simulations and thus computes the
policy much faster. This demonstrates how to design POMDP planning
algorithms to balance model expressiveness and computational e ciency.
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In Chapter 3, we introduced MCVI, an algorithm that solves continuous-
state POMDPs but is restricted to discrete observation space. However,
continuous observation models are more natural for robotic tasks with high
dimensional sensor inputs. Based on the successful idea of MCVI, we devel-
oped a new algorithm to solve continuous-state and continuous-observation
POMDPs. We proposed generalized policy graph to represent policies over
continuous observations, and improved MC-backup to sample the large or
continuous observation space.
5.1 Generalized Policy Graph
Recall that in a policy graph (Section 3.2), each node is labeled with
an action from A, and each edge is labeled with an observation from O.
Since each edge of a policy graph corresponds to a single observation, it
is unsuitable for POMDPs with large discrete or continuous observation
space. The generalized policy graph (GPG) extends policy graph to handle
continuous observation space. Each edge of a GPG is labeled with a set of
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Figure 5.1: Intersection navigation. (a) An autonomous vehicle, in blue, nav-
igates through an uncontrolled road intersection. It is equipped with a sensor
to measure proximity to obstacles along a set of beams. (b) An example GPG.
clear, clear0, hit, and hit0 represent subsets of continuous observations.
observations. Out-going edges of a GPG node form an edge classifier, which
is a function that maps an input observation to another GPG node. Intu-
itively we can think of a GPG as a finite-state controller with continuous
input and discrete output. Consider the example in Figure 5.1. Under this
policy, the stopped autonomous vehicle moves forward only after receiving
two successive observations from clear and clear0, respectively.
Formally, a GPG G is a set of nodes. Each node v = (a,) consists
of an action a 2 A and a mapping  : O ! G. To execute a policy ⇡G,v
represented as a GPG G, we start at a node v = (a,) in G and take
the action a. Upon receiving an observation o, we move to the next node
v0 = (o). The process then repeats at the new node v0 = (a0,0).
Each node v 2 G induces an ↵-function ↵v : S ! R, which defines the
expected total reward of executing ⇡G,v starting at an initial robot state
s 2 S. If the initial robot state is uncertain and described as a belief b,
the expected total reward is then
R
s2S b(s)↵v(s) ds. We define the value of
a belief b with respect to a GPG G as the highest expected total reward,
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5.2 Algorithm
5.2.1 Overview
Our algorithm computes a GPG as an approximation to an optimal
policy. Following the highly successful point-based approach for discrete
POMDPs [Kurniawati et al., 2008; Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons,
2005], we sample a set B of points from the belief space and perform value
iteration asynchronously over B. The belief sampling strategies are already
described in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3. The focus in this section is
the backup algorithm for GPG.
We start with an initial GPG G0. For each action a 2 A, we create
a node v = (a,) in G0, with (o) = v for all o 2 O. Basically, G0
corresponds to a set of single-action policies.
We then repeat two main steps:
1. Sample a new belief and add it to B (see Section 3.3.3).
2. Choose a subset of beliefs from B. Apply the Bellman backup at
each chosen belief b to improve the current GPG G and obtain a new
GPG G0 (Section 5.2.2).










where H denotes the backup operator and R(b, a) =
R
s2S R(s, a)b(s) ds.
The backup operation looks ahead one step and chooses the action that
maximizes the sum of the expected immediate reward R(b, a) and the ex-
pected value of the next belief with respect to G. The result is a new GPG
G0 with one new node v = (a⇤,a⇤) added to G, where a⇤ is the maximizer
in (5.2) and a⇤ is the associated edge classifier that maps an observation
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Algorithm 3 Perform backup of a GPG G at a belief b.
MC-Backup(G, b,M,N,K)
1: for each a 2 A do
2: a  Build-Classifier(G, b, a,N,K).
3: va  (a,a).
4: Va  0.
5: for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M do
6: Sample a state s from the distribution b(s).
7: Va  Va + Simulate(G [ {va}, va, s).
8: a⇤  argmaxa2A Va.
9: G0  G [ {va⇤}.
10: return G0
o to a node in G. To execute the corresponding policy ⇡G0,v, we start at v
and take action a⇤. After receiving an observation o, we move to the node
a⇤(o) in G and follow ⇡G,v from then on. It is important to note that our
algorithm does not explicitly represent the value function VG. It performs
lazy evaluation of VG through sampling, whenever needed.
The algorithm maintains upper and lower bounds on the value of the
current policy (see Section 3.3.3). It terminates when the approximation
error, measured by the gap between the upper and lower bounds, is su -
ciently small or maximum planning time is reached.
5.2.2 GPG Backup and Classifier Construction
To perform backup of G at b using (5.2), it involves integrating over
continuous state and observation spaces. Our algorithm performs the eval-
uation approximately through sampling (Algorithm 3 and 4).
First, we construct an edge classifier a for each a 2 A (Algorithm 3,
line 2). By substituting (5.1) into (5.2), it is clear that a must map an
observation o to the best node v⇤ 2 G, implying that v⇤ maximizesZ
s2S
bao(s)↵v(s) ds = ⌘
Z
s2S
ba(s)p(o|s, a)↵v(s) ds. (5.3)
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Algorithm 4
Build-Classifier(G, b, a,N,K)
1: Sample a set S 0 of N states from the distribution ba(s).
2:   ;.
3: for each v 2 G do
4: for each s 2 S 0 do
5: ↵v(s) 0
6: for i = 1, 2, . . . , K do
7: ↵v(s) ↵v(s) + Simulate(G, v, s)
8: ↵v(s) ↵v(s)/K
9:     [ {↵v}.
10: return (S 0, G, ).
To evaluate the above integral, we sample a set S 0 of states according to
the distribution ba. For each v 2 G and each sample s 2 S 0, we estimate
the value of ↵v(s) with a set of Monte Carlo simulations. The procedure
Simulate(G, v, s) starts at the initial state s and the node v = (a,) in
G. To simulate taking action a in state s, it samples a state s0 from the
distribution T (s, a, s0) = p(s0|s, a) and an observation o from the distribu-
tion Z(s0, a, o) = p(o|s0, a). The process then repeats from the state s0 and
the node (o) 2 G. The simulation length is chosen so that the estimation
error is su ciently small, as a result of the discount factor  . We collect
all the estimates together in
 S0,G = {↵v | ↵v : S 0 ! R and v 2 G}
which basically contains sampled values of a set of ↵-functions. The tuple







in which the sum approximates the integral in (5.3). The values in   serve
as the classifier coe cients.
Geometrically, the classifier a maps an observation o to a n-dimensional
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feature vector
⇥
p(o|s1, a), p(o|s2, a), . . . , p(o|sn, a)
⇤
for si 2 S 0 and then per-
forms the classification in this feature space. Keep in mind, however, that
the feature space is attached to a specific belief ba, though we do not make
the dependency explicit to simplify the notation.
Although a finite number of samples are used to construct a, our anal-
ysis provides a uniform error bound on the classifier’s performance for any
o from a continuous observation space (Theorem 5.1).
After constructing a for each a 2 A, we perform another set of Monte
Carlo simulations to find the best action a⇤ and the associated classifier
a⇤ (Algorithm 3, line 3–8), resulting in a new GPG node (a⇤,a⇤).
We perform backup on a particular sampled belief b 2 B to construct
the new GPG node (a⇤,a⇤), but the classifier a⇤ can be generalized to
other beliefs in B (Theorem 5.3). Due to the continuous belief space and
non-parametric belief representation, defining a range of beliefs that is ap-
plicable to a classifier is usually impractical. Interestingly, our algorithm
avoid this di culty by implicitly evaluating the generalization power of a⇤
using Monte Carlo simulations.
Algorithm 3 summarizes the backup procedure, which takesO(|A||G|NK+
|A|M) simulations. Of the three parametersM , N , and K that control the
number of simulations and samples, N dominates the running time. It also
controls the quality of the computed policy, as it determines the represen-
tational complexity and the accuracy of classifiers.
As we perform more backup operations, the increase in the number
of GPG nodes and ↵-functions slows down the computation. Since an
↵-function in  S0,G is projected to a n-dimensional space, it is just a n-
dimensional vector. Standard pruning techniques developed for solving
discrete POMDPs can be directly applied to prune these ↵-functions [Kur-
niawati et al., 2008; Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005]. Prun-
ing simplifies the GPG and reduces the number of relevant ↵-functions
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when evaluating (5.4).
5.3 Analysis
We now analyze the approximation errors of our algorithm and pro-
vide a bound on its performance. The analysis consists of four main steps
showing that
1. given G, b and a, Algorithm 4 produces a classifier with uniformly
bounded error for every observation o 2 O with high probability, if
sample sizes N and K are su ciently large;
2. for a given node v 2 G, the same error integrated over all observations
remains bounded, due to the uniform bound from the previous step
(Theorem 5.1);
3. given G and b, the approximation error for a single backup (Algo-
rithm 3) is bounded with high probability if M , N , and K are su -
ciently large (Theorem 5.2);
4. finally, the accumulated approximation error after many backup steps
is bounded with high probability, provided the sampled beliefs B
approximate B well (Theorem 5.3).
We then conclude that the computed GPG converges to an optimal policy
when M , N , and K are su ciently large.
In the following analysis, we assume R(s, a)  Rmax and Z(s, a, o) =
p(o|s, a)  Pmax for all s 2 S, a 2 A, and o 2 O.
Define V (b, a, o, v) to be the expression in (5.3):
V (b, a, o, v) =
Z
s2S
ba(s)p(o|s, a)↵v(s) ds. (5.5)
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Given belief b and a 2 A, the optimal classifier ⇤ba(o) produces a node v
that maximizes V (b, a, o, v). By (5.4), Algorithm 4 computes a classifier
ba(o) that produces a node maximizing a sampled approximation of (5.5)






We define the error in step 1 as |V (b, a, o,ba(o))  V (b, a, o,⇤ba(o))|, for a
fixed observation o. In step 2, we integrate over all o 2 O. Define
V (b, a,) = R(b, a) +  
Z
o2O
V (b, a, o,(o)) do. (5.7)
The error for step 2 is then |V (b, a,ba)  V (b, a,⇤ba)|.
To analyze this error, we need to characterize the complexity of observa-
tion functions using a notion called the covering number. LetX denote a set
of points in Rn. Given ✏ > 0, a finite subset Y ⇢ Rn covers X, if for every
x 2 X, there exists y 2 Y with kx yk < ✏, where kx yk = 1n
Pn
i=1 |xi yi|.
The covering number C(✏, X) is the minimum number of points required to
cover X.
Now consider a set of observation functions, Fa = {fa,o | o 2 O and fa,o(s) =
p(o|s, a) for all s 2 S}. Let s¯ = (s1, s2, . . . , sN) be a sequence of N states
sampled uniformly at random from S, and Fa|s¯ = {(f(s1), f(s2), . . . , f(sN)) |
f 2 Fa}. In our analysis, we bound the complexity of observation functions
by the maximum covering number
















 ◆  ln ⌧◆ .
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The following theorem bounds the error between the optimal classifier and
the approximate classifier computed. The proofs of all theorems are avail-
able in the appendix.
Theorem 5.1. Given a policy graph G, b 2 B, a 2 A, a set S 0 of N
states sampled independently from S according to p(s|b, a), and a permis-
sible class1 of observation functions,
p(|V (b, a,ba)  V (b, a,⇤ba)| > ✏)  ⌧ (5.9)
for any ✏, ⌧ > 0, if N   ⇢N(✏, ⌧).
The theorem assumes that the observation space O = [0, 1]n, i.e., an n-
dimensional unit hypercube with the Euclidean metric. To simplify the
presentation, we ignore the error of estimating ↵(s) with K Monte Carlo
simulations (Algorithm 4). This error can be made arbitrarily small with
su ciently large K.
For the approximation error to converge to 0, Theorem 5.1 requires that
for any ✏ > 0, CZ(✏, N)e C✏2N ! 0, as N ! 1, for a constant C. This
condition is satisfied by many common classes of functions (see [Haussler,




go(s) | go(s) = e ( s o  )2 , s 2 [0, 1], o 2 [0, 1]
 
.
Consider two functions go and go+✏  from this set. By the Mean Value
Theorem, for any ✏ > 0,
|go(s)  go+✏ (s)| =
   e ( s o  )2   e ( s (o+✏ )  )2   
=







1Measurability conditions that usually hold in practice (see [Haussler, 1992]).
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for some c 2 (o, o + ✏ ). Noting |2xe x2 |  1 for all x, we have |go(s)  
go+✏ (s)|  ✏  for all s 2 [0, 1] and thus C(✏, N)  1/✏ . Finally, it is easy
to see that C(✏, N)e C✏2N  (1/✏ )e C✏2N ! 0 as N !1.
Interestingly, the bound C(✏, N)  1/✏  seems to suggest that the space
of noisy observation functions has a smaller covering number, which re-
duces the di culty of planning. This may be counter-intuitive, but true.
However, with noisy observations, it may take more steps to gather useful
information and act e↵ectively, resulting in increased planning horizon. So
the planning problem does not necessarily become easier.
We assume the observation space O is a unit hypercube and thus
bounded. In practice, the assumption is usually hold since sensor inputs
always have bounded values. Some probabilistic functions such as Gaussian
have the real numbers R as domain. Modelling the observation with these
functions could result an unbounded observation space. However, we could
always construct a one-to-one mapping between R and (0, 1), for example,
y = 1/2 + 1/⇡ · arctan x
projects R to (0, 1). We could then analyze the projected observations, and
the result can be directly applied to the original observation space.
Theorem 5.1 bounds the error of a classifier computed for a given ac-
tion. Algorithm 3 then performs backup and constructs the best policy
graph node by selecting from the |A| candidate action-classifier combina-
tions by Monte Carlo simulation. Simulation introduces additional error in
the backup.
In step 3, we bound the error of approximate backup: |HV (b) HˆV (b)|,
where HV (b) denotes the exact backup using (5.2) and HˆV (b) denotes the
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ln 2  ln ⌧ .
The following theorem bounds the error of a single step of point-based
backup, as computed in Algorithm 3. The error has two parts, one part
from errors in step 1 and 2 and the other part from Monte Carlo evaluation
of the classifiers (Algorithm 3, line 5–7).
Theorem 5.2. Given a policy graph G, a belief b 2 B, and a permissible
class of observation functions, MC-Backup(G, b,M,N,K) produces an
improved policy graph such that for any ✏, ⌧ > 0,
p(|HV (b)  HˆV (b)| > ✏)  ⌧
if N   ⇢N(✏/5, ⌧/2|A|) and M   ⇢M(✏/5, ⌧/2|A|).
Finally, in step 4, we combine all sources of error. We analyze the case
where the algorithm runs MC-Backup on a sampled belief set B ⇢ B
synchronously for t iterations. Let  B = supb2B minb02B
R
s |b(s)   b0(s)|ds
denote the largest distance for any belief in B to its nearest point in the set
B where backup is performed. We bound the approximation error between
the value function Vt in the t-th iteration and the optimal value function
V ⇤. The result is similar to that for the MCVI algorithm (Section 3.4).
By bounding the error propagation across the backup iterations, we
obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 5.3. Given a POMDP with a permissible class of observation
functions, choose N   ⇢N(✏/5, ⌧/2|A||B|t), M   ⇢M(✏/5, ⌧/2|A||B|t), and
perform t iterations of backup over a sampled belief set B ⇢ B synchronously.
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Then for every b 2 B and every ✏, ⌧ > 0,






with probability at least 1  ⌧ ,
Theorem 5.3 shows that the approximation error comes from three main
sources: MC-Backup, the approximation of the belief space by a finite
set of belief, and the finite number of back-up iterations. The error from
MC-Backup can be reduced by increasing the number of samples in the
Monte Carlo sampling. The approximation of the belief space can be im-
proved by using more belief points, and error decreases exponentially with
the number of back-up iterations.
Theorem 5.3 applies to synchronous backup which applies backup to
the entire sampled belief set B at every iteration. Asynchronous backup
focuses backup on beliefs that are more likely to improve the policy, there-
fore it is usually more e cient than synchronous backup. Although the
theoretical analysis on a single backup (Theorem 5.2) still apply to asyn-
chronous backup, deriving a tighter bound for the approximation error of
the overall algorithm is di cult due to the reordering of backups. We ap-
ply asynchronous backup in our experiments and evaluate its performance
empirically.
5.4 Experiments
We evaluated our algorithm on three tasks. In linear-quadratic-Gaussian
(LQG) control, we can solve for the optimal policy analytically and use it to
calibrate the performance of the new algorithm (Section 5.4.1). In intersec-
tion navigation, we examine various aspects of our algorithm and also com-
pare it with a well-established alternative algorithm, MC-POMDP [Thrun,
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Comparing the LQG POMDP policy and the linear feedback poli-
cies. (a) Policy costs estimated from 10, 000 simulations. The dashed line
indicates the cost of the POMDP policy. The solid curve plots the cost of lin-
ear feedback policies with di↵erent control gain  . The standard errors of the
estimated costs are all less than 1 and not visible on the plots. (b) Behaviors
of the POMDP policy and several linear feedback policies. For the POMDP
policy, we plot the mean of the belief and the action associated with each
policy graph node.
2000a] (Section 5.4.2). Finally, in acrobot, we use the algorithm for Bayesian
reinforcement learning in order to handle model uncertainty (Section 5.4.3).
Through these experiments, we show that our approach for continuous-
state continuous-observation POMDPs can handle robotic tasks with com-
plex dynamics, high-dimensional sensor inputs, and is robust against vari-
ous sources of uncertainty.
5.4.1 LQG Control
An LQG system is basically a POMDP with linear system dynamics,
Gaussian noise, and a quadratic reward function. Our simple LQG problem
is given by
xt =  xt 1 + ut 1 + wt
yt = xt + vt
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Table 5.1: The size, execution speed and planning time of computed policies.
Task N |G| Speed (KHz) Time (hours)
LQG 50 1024 25.5 22.8
Navigation 500 20 1.7 2.7
Acrobot 100 825 14.8 23.6
N : number of samples for each ↵-function in the classifier
|G| : number of GPG nodes
Speed : policy execution speed in the number of GPG nodes
processed per second
Time : time required for computing the policy o✏ine
where xt, ut, and yt are the state, the action, and the observation at time t,
and wt ⇠ N (0, 10) and vt ⇠ N (0, 10) represent zero-mean Gaussian system
noise and observation noise. The goal is to minimize the infinite-horizon








. A linear feedback policy has
the form ut =  xˆt, where xˆt is the estimated mean state at time t and   is
the control gain. The optimal policy has  ⇤ = 0.618.
To recast the problem as a POMDP, we choose 17 equally spaced actions
in the range [ 24, 24] and set the discount factor to 0.99 to approximate the
infinite-horizon cost function. The state space and the observation remain
unchanged. The computed policy contains 1, 024 GPG nodes.
We evaluated the POMDP policy and several linear feedback policies
with di↵erent   by performing 10,000 simulations for each. Figure 5.2
shows their costs and behaviors. The POMDP policy computation neither
exploits the linearity of system dynamic nor possesses prior knowledge of
the linear form of the optimal policy. Nevertheless, it discovers a policy
that has a roughly linear form, up to action discretization and has a cost
close to the minimum.
Table 5.1 shows the size of policies computed for this and the other
two tasks, as well as their online execution speed and o✏ine planning time.
When multiple policies were computed, Table 5.1 shows the results for the
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worst case. The running times were obtained on a PC with a 2.83GHz
CPU and 4GB memory. For o✏ine planning, the main performance mea-
sures are policy quality and online execution speed. O✏ine planning time
is a secondary issue, provided it is practical. The results confirm one main
benefit of the policy graph representation, very fast policy execution, which
is important for applications such as autonomous driving and aircraft col-
lision avoidance.
The aim of this evaluation on LQG control is to calibrate the algorithm’s
performance on a task with a known optimal solution. Our algorithm is not
ideal for LQG control, in comparison with the analytical method. To reduce
the approximation error, we may increase the number of discretized actions,
but the o✏ine planning time also increases as a result. However, some tasks
have a small discrete action set. For example, bang-bang control picks the
extreme values, and mobile robot navigation often uses eight discretized
actions. These tasks are better suited for our algorithm.
5.4.2 Intersection Navigation
Recall the example in Figure 5.1. The autonomous vehicle R, in blue,
stops at the intersection and waits for the other vehicle R0 to clear before
proceeding. R0 cannot be localized accurately, as the measurements from
R’s proximity sensor are noisy. R wants to go through the intersection
as fast as possible, while maintaining safety. So it must carefully balance
exploration and exploitation by hedging against the noisy observations.
5.4.2.1 Observation Modeling
Our main objective here is to investigate the e↵ect of observation mod-
eling on the policy and not necessarily a high-fidelity model for vehicle
navigation. We make a few simplifications to stay on the main issue. As-
sume that the vehicles move within a lane. The state space S = [ 10, 10]
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Figure 5.3: Posterior beliefs b1, b2, and b, from left to right.
encodes the position of R0, which is su cient to decide the action of R.
The initial belief on the position of R0 is uniform over [ 10, 0]. R has two
actions. wait keeps R stopped. go moves R forward through the intersec-
tion. There is no emergency stop in our simple model. If R goes through
the intersection successfully, it gets a reward 1. If a collision occurs, it gets
a large penalty Rp. Hence the reward function
R(s, a) =
8>>><>>>:
0 if a = wait
1 if a = go and s /2 [ 1, 1]
 Rp if a = go and s 2 [ 1, 1]
.
We tested two observation models. The first one follows the standard
beam model for proximity sensing [Thrun et al., 2005]. An observation
o = (h1, h2, . . . , h30) consists of readings along 30 beams equally spaced
over 160  field of view. We quantize each reading hi into a binary value:
hi = 1 indicates that the ith beam hits R
0, and hi = 0 indicates that
the beam does not. There are false positives, due to unexpected ob-
stacles, and false negatives, due to, e.g., total reflection or glass. Let
h⇤i denote true value for the ith beam. Our test uses a high-noise en-
vironment with p(hi = 1|h⇤i = 1) = 0.7 and p(hi = 0|h⇤i = 0) = 0.9.
The beam model assumes that readings along the beams are independent:
p(o|s, a) =Q30i=1 p(hi|s, a) [Thrun et al., 2005].
The main di culty with the beam model above is the high-dimensional
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison of POMDP policies with two di↵erent
observation models for intersection navigation.
Rp Observation |G| Time Accident Rate
Model
10 Beam 14 2.61±0.0095 0.0029±0.00053
ML 127 4.27±0.0012 0.0093±0.00010
100 Beam 20 3.12±0.014 0.0009±0.00030
ML 83 9.22±0.0039 0.0028±0.00005
1000 Beam 18 5.03±0.030 0.0002±0.00014
ML 80 12.84±0.00036 0.0002±0.00001
|G| : number of GPG nodes
Time : time to cross the intersection
observation space. With 230 observations, no POMDP algorithm can cope.
To avoid reasoning directly with the high dimensional observation space,
our second model calculates the maximum-likelihood (ML) location x of R0
from o = (h1, h2, . . . , h30), with x discretized into binsX = { 10, 9, . . . , 9, 10}.
Specifically, we have x = ⇣(o) = argmaxx2X p(x|o) = argmaxx2X p(o|x)p(x)/p(o),
where the prior p(x) is uniform over X. We then use x as the observation
for the POMDP model, resulting in only 21 observations in total. This
drastic reduction in the number of observations, however, comes at a cost,
as we see next.
For the beam model, our new algorithm was the only option available
to solve the resulting POMDP. For the ML model, we used the MCVI
algorithm (Chapter 3), which is specialized for continuous-state, discrete-
observation POMDPs.
We solved several POMDP models with di↵erent values for the colli-
sion penalty Rp. Each policy was computed with a maximum of 3 hours
of o✏ine planning time and evaluated with 1, 000, 000 simulations. The
results are reported in Table 5.2. Clearly the new algorithm with the beam
model achieved consistently better results with lower accident rate and
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Table 5.3: Performance with increasing sensor noise.
Pf |G| Average Reward Time Accident Rate
0.1 20 669.1±20.5 3.12±0.014 0.0009±0.00030
0.2 38 440.9±12.2 4.73±0.010 0.0027±0.00002
0.4 16 272.2±4.5 11.48±0.006 0.0006±0.00008
faster crossing time.
The performance gap results from information loss during the maximum-
likelihood calculation. To understand this, consider a particular state
s =  4 and choose two high-probability beam observations o1 and o2 from
p(o|s =  4) such that ⇣(o1) = ⇣(o2) = x. That is, we have the same ML
location estimate for both o1 and o2 and cannot di↵erentiate them in the
ML observation model. Now consider the posterior beliefs b1, b2, and b
(Figure 5.3) for o1, o2, and x in their respective models, after R executes
a single wait action and receives the observation. The posterior beliefs
all have the same general shape. However, a careful comparison of b1 and
b2 reveals a small secondary peak for b2 in the region [ 1, 1], indicating
the likely presence of R0 in the intersection. A good policy must handle
this low-probability, but critical event properly. Otherwise the vehicle will
either get into an accident or unnecessarily wait. However, the ML model
provides the same observation x whether it is actually o1 or o2, and the
posterior belief b does not have a secondary peak. In general, there are
230 beam observations, but only 21 ML observations. Many beam obser-
vations map into the same ML observation and cannot be di↵erentiated
in the ML model. The loss of information is a main contributor of the
performance gap and cannot be resolved even if the ML model uses a more
finely discretized observation space.
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5.4.2.2 The E↵ect of Sensor Noise
Next, we investigate the e↵ect of sensor noise on the policy behavior.
We computed and evaluated policies for beam observation models with dif-
ferent false positive probability Pf = p(hi = 1|h⇤i = 0). The results are
shown in Table 5.3. As expected, higher noise decreases the average total
reward and increases the time for the vehicle to cross the intersection. At
Pf = 0.2, both the crossing time and the accident rate are much larger,
compared with those at Pf = 0.1. The policy size |G| is also larger, indi-
cating that the model is more di cult and more complex decision making
is required. Somewhat surprisingly, at Pf = 0.4, the accident rate and the
policy size are both small. The reason is that the observations are too noisy
to be exploited for e↵ective decision making. This results in a simple, but
very conservative policy, which merely waits for a su ciently long time in
order to cross the intersection.
5.4.2.3 Scalability
We now look at the scalability of our algorithm with large state space,
observation space, or action space.
Theorem 5.3 shows that the overall approximate error does not depend
explicitly on the dimension of the state space. Although the intersection
navigation task has an 1-dimensional state space, the acrobot swing-up
task in the next subsection has a 5-dimensional state space, and our al-
gorithm easily scales up. Theorem 5.1 further indicated that when the
covering number CZ(✏, N) grows slowly with ✏ and N , the approximation
error resulting from state-space sampling decreases roughly at the rate of
O(1/pN). Figure 5.4 shows the empirical convergence rate for the inter-
section navigation task, and it correlates well with the theoretical analy-
sis. Indeed, probabilistic sampling is a powerful tool for handling high-
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Figure 5.4: Empirical convergence rates with respect to N . A solid line indi-
cates the average total reward obtained from 100,000 simulations. A dashed
line indicates the best-fit curve a/
p
N + b.
Figure 5.5: A histogram of classifier errors.
dimensional state spaces, as its success in robot motion planning amply
demonstrates [Choset et al., 2005].
We could use the above error bound to set the parameter N in the
algorithm, but this is often overly conservative. In our experiments, we
performed several trials, starting with a small N and increasing it until the
performance improvement is insignificant. More generally, we can set N
adaptively in each backup operation by estimating the sample variance.
Our algorithm also scales up well with large observation space. The
beam model contains 230 observations, while our algorithm uses a relatively
small number of sampled states and observations to construct a GPG and
the associated classifiers. How do these classifiers perform on observations
not explicitly sampled during the GPG construction? To shed some light
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on this question, we took a computed GPG and examined the classifier
associated with its start node v = (a,). We evaluated the performance of
 at the initial belief b by sampling 1,000 observations from the distribu-
tion p(o|b, a). For each sampled observation o, we estimated the value of
the policy ⇡G,(o) at bao by simulation. We compared this value to V (bao),
obtained by performing a su ciently large number of simulations. The dif-
ference defines the error of the classifier  for the observation o. Figure 5.5
shows a histogram of errors for the 1,000 sampled observations. The oc-
currence of large errors decays almost exponentially. Although there is a
somewhat long tail, most errors are very small.
Our algorithm builds a search tree in the belief space. Large action
space poses the most significant challenge, as it increases the branching
factor of the search tree. For this reason, we maintain upper and lower
bound at each belief tree node and apply the branch-and-bound technique
to prune suboptimal parts of the tree [Kurniawati et al., 2008].
5.4.2.4 Comparison with MC-POMDP
MC-POMDP [Thrun, 2000a] is a well-established earlier algorithm that
can handle POMDPs with both continuous states and observations, while
other continuous POMDP algorithms, such as Perseus, require either dis-
crete states or observations. We compared our algorithm with MC-POMDP.
Both methods use particle-based belief representation. However, MC-
POMDP represents a policy by its value function over a set B of sam-
pled beliefs. To calculate the value at a belief b 62 B, MC-POMDP finds
k-nearest neighbors of b in B according to KL-divergence as the distance
function, and then estimates the value of b using distance-weighted inter-
polation.
We applied both our algorithm and MC-POMDP on intersection navi-
gation POMDPs with the beam observation model. We solved the POMDPs
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Table 5.4: Performance comparison with MC-POMDP.
Rp Algorithm Average Reward Time Accident Rate
10 GPG 738.9±4.6 2.61±0.0095 0.0029±0.00053
MC-POMDP 697.4±7.8 2.52±0.0081 0.0086±0.00092
100 GPG 669.1±20.5 3.12±0.014 0.0009±0.00030
MC-POMDP 532.6±37.1 3.06±0.010 0.0028±0.00053
1000 GPG 489.8±90.3 5.03±0.030 0.0002±0.00014
MC-POMDP -645.4±299.5 3.65±0.011 0.0020±0.00044
with three di↵erent values for the collision penalty Rp and then evaluated
the resulting policies through simulation. The results are reported in Ta-
ble 5.4. For all three models, our algorithm performed substantially better
than MC-POMDP. Our algorithm takes hours to compute a policy, while
MC-POMDP policy computation can be converged in a few minutes. How-
ever, MC-POMDP does not converge to the optimal policy. The computed
policies have poor quality with overly aggressive behavior resulting in ac-
cident rate 3–10 times higher.
The two algorithms di↵er significantly in how they represent the policy
and estimate the value V (b). The di↵erence is one main contributor to
the performance gap. Our algorithm represents the policy as a GPG and
estimates V (b) by simulating the policy. MC-POMDP represents the value
function V explicitly over B and estimates V (b) by nearest-neighbor inter-
polation. In general, the belief space B is a very high-dimensional space.
The distance between a belief b 2 B and its nearest neighbors is likely
far, causing potentially large interpolation error. Furthermore, in a high-
dimensional space, we may need a large number of neighbors for e↵ective
interpolation, with increased computational cost.
Another advantage of our approach is fast online policy execution.
While GPG policies were executed at the rate of about 1,700 actions per
second, MC-POMDP policies were much slower to execute, roughly at the
rate of 1 action per second, because interpolating the value function incurs
high computational cost. Computing the KL divergence takes O(n2) time,
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where n is the number of particles representing the beliefs. Sometimes large
n is required for the particle filter to converge.
5.4.3 Acrobot with Model Uncertainty
We have introduced the acrobot in Section 4.1 as an example of robotic
tasks with model uncertainty (Figure 4.1). In Chapter 4, we modeled
the task with deterministic discrete observations due to the limitation of
the algorithm. We now construct a more realistic model with continuous
observations, and solves the model using our new algorithm.
Acrobot is a well-studied underactuated system. In the swing-up task,
the acrobot must get its tip above the height 1.95 and achieve the almost
fully stand-up configuration. Our acrobot variant assumes that a key model
parameter, the mass m of the acrobot’s second link, is not known exactly,
thus introducing model uncertainty.
This task is particularly challenging, because the acrobot dynamics is
sensitive to m. An open-loop control policy that successfully swings up
an acrobot with m = 1.0 fails completely on an acrobot with m = 1.01
(see Section 4.4.1). To succeed, a control policy must simultaneously learn
the acrobot’s unknown parameter and plan the actions under an uncer-
tain model. We apply the model-based Bayesian reinforcement learning
approach [Du↵, 2002] and formulate the task as a POMDP.
The POMDP state is s = (q1, q2, q˙1, q˙2,m), where q1, q2 2 [ ⇡, ⇡], q˙1 2
[ 4⇡, 4⇡], and q˙2 2 [ 9⇡, 9⇡] represent the joint angels and the angular
velocities of the two links (Figure 4.1). All the state variables, including
m, are continuous. The acrobot can apply a torque ⌧ 2 { 1, 0,+1} at the
elbow joint. We use the system dynamics equations in [Sutton and Barto,
1998] and assume no action noise. An observation consists of the two joint-
angle values under Gaussian noise with variance 0.1. The angular velocities
q˙1 and q˙2 and the model parameter m cannot be observed directly. The
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Table 5.5: The performance of acrobot POMDP policies with di↵erent values
of sample parameter N .
Policy N |G| Average Height
oracle - - 1.97± 0.0000
POMDP 100 825 1.90± 0.0021
50 871 1.87± 0.0027
25 591 1.86± 0.0029
10 815 1.84± 0.0031
5 123 1.78± 0.0036
3 244 1.66± 0.0144
reward is 10 if the acrobot reaches the specified height, and 0 for other
states and actions. The discount factor is 0.95. The initial belief for m is
uniform over [0.95, 1.05].
Our new algorithm can solve this POMDP without a priori discretiza-
tion of the state and observation spaces. State space discretization is dif-
ficult in general, because it introduces modeling errors that are di cult
to quantify. It is exacerbated here by the acrobot’s sensitive non-linear
dynamics. Observation space discretization is also di cult, as it may lose
information and degrade the quality of the computed policy (Section 5.4.2).
We will see further evidence of the di culty here.
We solved the acrobot POMDP with di↵erent values for the sampling
parameter N and evaluated each resulting policy with 10, 000 simulations.
For comparison, we also evaluated an oracle policy, for which the model
parameter m and the system state are fully observable. Table 5.5 shows
that a relatively small N is su cient to produce a good policy in this case.
Increasing N consistently improves the results, as N controls the accuracy
of edge classifiers and, in turn, policies.
Figure 5.6 visualizes a particular edge classifier  from the policy with
N = 100. Each point in the plot represents an observation o collected
from a simulation trace going through . The point is colored according to
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Figure 5.6: Visualization of an edge classifier . Each point is a sampled
observation o and colored according to the output GPG node (o).
the output GPG node (o). The observations fall into 6 classes, with very
di↵erent sizes. The smallest one has width about 0.001. To obtain the same
result with a regular discretization of the observation space, we have to use
very fine resolution, roughly 0.001, in order to capture the small classes
sandwiched between large ones. The resulting 1, 000, 000 observations are
beyond the reach of any discrete POMDP algorithm.
This example confirms again the di culty of observation discretization.
In practice, some observation discretization or aggregation is probably nec-
essary. However, a priori discretization without a good understanding of
its e↵ect should be avoided. The new algorithm helps to reduce the need
for aggressive discretization.
5.5 Proofs
To prove the Theorems 5.1–5.3, we need the following result [Haussler,
1992], which bounds the error in the sampled means of a set of functions.
Theorem 5.4. Let F be a permissible class of bounded functions over a
set S, with 0  f(s)  B for all f 2 F and s 2 S. Let s¯ = (s1, . . . , sn)
be a sequence of n points drawn independently at random according to any
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distribution over S and
F|s¯ = {(f(s1), . . . , f(sn)) | f 2 F}.
Then for any ✏ > 0,
p




We now apply Theorem 5.4 to show that the error |V (b, a, o,ba(o))  
V (b, a, o,⇤ba(o))| is bounded uniformly for all o 2 O with high probability
(Theorem 5.1). We start by introducing the function classes under consid-
eration. For every a 2 A, let
Fa = {fa,o | o 2 O and fa,o(s) = p(o|s, a) for all s 2 S},
which contains all observation functions for a fixed a 2 A. Define the
covering number
Ca(✏, N) = sup
s¯2SN
C ✏,Fa|s¯) ,
where Fa|s¯ consists of a set of vectors, each obtained by evaluating a func-
tion f 2 Fa over a sequence s¯ of N points sampled from S according to
the distribution ba(s). Similarly, for a 2 A and v 2 G, let




Ca,G(✏, N) = sup
s¯2SN
C ✏,Fa,G|s¯) .
Our first lemma establishes the the relationship between Fa and Fa,G
in terms of covering numbers.
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Lemma 5.1. Ca,G(✏, N)  |G| Ca( ✏(1  )Rmax , N).
Proof. For a fixed ↵-vector ↵, consider any two vectors x, x0 2 Fa|s¯ and
the two corresponding vectors y, y0 2 Fa,v|s¯, where yi = xi↵i and y0i = x0i↵i




i=1 |xi   x0i|. We have
















1    kx  x
0k.
Therefore, if a point set covers Fa|s¯ at the scale ✏, a corresponding point




Ca,G(✏, N)  |G| Ca(✏(1   )
Rmax
, N),
where |G| is the number of nodes in G.
The next lemma bounds the error in the approximate maximum of a
sequence of numbers.
Lemma 5.2. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be a set of real numbers, and xˆ1, xˆ2, . . . , xˆn
be their approximations with |xi   xˆi| < ✏ for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let j =
argmaxi=1...n xi and k = argmaxi=1...n xˆi. Then |xj   xk| < 2✏.
Proof.
|xj   xk| = xj   xˆj + xˆj   xk
 xj   xˆj + xˆk   xk
 |xj   xˆj|+ |xˆk   xk|
< 2✏
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Proof (Theorem 5.1). The expected value of a function fa,o,v with respect
















To bound the approximation error using Theorem 5.4, we need a class
of bounded positive functions. Since  PmaxRmax/(1    )  fa,o,v(s) 
PmaxRmax/(1    ), we shift fa,o,v by a constant amount to f 0a,o,v so that
0  f 0a,o,v(s)  2PmaxRmax/(1    ). We apply Theorem 5.4 to the shifted
functions and then transfer the result back to Fa,G. Then, for any ✏0 > 0,
p( 9 o 2 O, v 2 G : |Eˆ(fa,o,v)  E(fa,o,v)| > ✏0)












where the inequality in the last line follows from Lemma 5.1 and the defi-
nition of CZ in (5.8). Now, for every a 2 A, o 2 O, and v 2 G,
|V (b, a, o, v)  Vˆ (b, a, o, v)|  ✏0
with high probability, by definition. For every a 2 A and o 2 O,
|V (b, a, o,ba(o))  V (b, a, o,⇤ba(o))|  2✏0 (5.11)
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with high probability, by Lemma 5.2, as ⇤ba(o) maximizes V (b, a, o, v)
over all nodes v in G and ba(o) maximizes the sampled approximation
of V (b, a, o, v).
Next, we integrate the error in (5.11) over all observations and get




|V (b, a, o,ba(o))  V (b, a, o,⇤ba(o))| do
 2✏0µ(O),
where µ(O) denotes the measure of O. Since O is assumed to be an n-
dimensional unit hypercube, we have |V (b, a,ba)  V (b, a,⇤ba)|  2✏0.
Finally, we set ✏ = 2✏0, ⌧ to be error bound in (5.10), and work out the














Proof (Theorem 5.2). First, we bound the error between the optimal value
V (b, a,⇤ba) and its sampled approximation Vˆ (b, a,ba), which is obtained
by running M simulations (Algorithm 3, line 5–7):
|V (b, a,⇤ba) Vˆ (b, a,ba)|  |V (b, a,⇤ba) V (b, a,ba)|+|V (b, a,ba) Vˆ (b, a,ba)|
We bound the first term above using Theorem 5.1. ChooseN   ⇢N(✏/5, ⌧/2|A|)
and get
|V (b, a,⇤ba)  V (b, a,ba)| > ✏/5 (5.12)
with probability at most ⌧/2|A|. We bound the second term using Hoe↵d-
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ing’s inequality. Choose M   ⇢M(✏/5, ⌧/2|A|) and get
|V (b, a,ba)  Vˆ (b, a,ba)| > ✏/5 (5.13)
with probability at most ⌧/2|A|. Then, by the union bound,
p
  8a 2 A : |V (b, a,⇤ba)  Vˆ (b, a,ba)| > 2✏/5   ⌧. (5.14)
Next, let a⇤ = argmaxa V (b, a,
⇤
ba) denote the optimal action, and let
aˆ = argmaxa Vˆ (b, a,b,a) denote the approximately optimal action. Ap-
plying Lemma 5.2 to (5.14), we get
p
 |V (b, a⇤,⇤ba⇤)  V (b, aˆ,⇤baˆ)| > 4✏/5  < ⌧.
Finally,
|HV (b)  HˆV (b)| = |V (b, a⇤,⇤ba⇤)  V (b, aˆ,baˆ)|
 |V (b, a⇤,⇤ba⇤)  V (b, aˆ,⇤baˆ))|+ |V (b, aˆ,⇤baˆ)  V (b, aˆ,baˆ)|
 4✏/5 + ✏/5
The inequality in the last line holds with probability at least 1 ⌧ , provided
that (5.12) and (5.13) hold for all actions a 2 A, with the same probability.
Hence
p
 |HV (b)  HˆV (b)|  ✏  > 1  ⌧.
To prove Theorem 5.3, we need a Lipschitz condition [Hsu et al., 2007].
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that a POMDP value function V can be represented
as or approximated arbitrarily closely by a set of ↵-functions. For any
b, b0 2 B, if kb  b0k1   , then |V (b)  V (b0)|  Rmax1    .
Proof (Theorem 5.3). This proof is similar to the one for Theorem 3.2.
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Let  t = maxb2B |V ⇤(b) Vt(b)| be the maximum error of Vt(b) over the
sampled beliefs in B. We first bound the maximum error of Vt(b) at any
arbitrary belief b 2 B in terms of  t. For any point b 2 B, let b0 be the
closest point in B to b. Then
|V ⇤(b) Vt(b)|  |V ⇤(b) V ⇤(b0)|+ |V ⇤(b0) Vt(b0)|+ |Vt(b0) Vt(b)| (5.15)
Applying Lemma 5.3 twice to V ⇤ and Vt, respectively, and observing that
|V ⇤(b0)  Vt(b0)|   t, we get
|V ⇤(b)  Vt(b)|  2Rmax B
1    +  t. (5.16)
Next, we bound the error  t. For any b0 2 B,
|V ⇤(b0)  Vt(b0)| |HV ⇤(b0)  Hˆb0Vt 1(b0)|
|HV ⇤(b0) HVt 1(b0)|+ |HVt 1(b0)  Hˆb0Vt 1(b0)|,
(5.17)
where Hˆb0 denotes invoking MC-Backup at b0. The inequality in the first
line in (5.17) holds, because by definition, V ⇤(b0) = HV ⇤(b0), V ⇤(b0)  
Vt(b0), and Vt(b0)   Hˆb0Vt 1(b0). It is well known that the backup operator
H is a contraction. The contraction property and (5.16) together imply
|HV ⇤(b0) HVt 1(b0)|   |V ⇤(b)  Vt(b)|   
⇣2Rmax B
1    +  t 1
⌘
. (5.18)
Theorem 5.2 guarantees that a single invocation ofMC-Backup at a belief
b0 has small approximation error with high probability, if N and M are
su ciently large. To obtain Vt, we perform t iterations of backup over
the set B synchronously. Thus there are |B|t invocations of MC-Backup
in total. Applying the union bound together with Theorem 5.2, every
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MC-Backup invocation achieves
|HVt 1(b0)  Hˆb0Vt 1(b0)| < ✏ (5.19)
with probability 1   ⌧ , if we choose N   ⇢N(✏/5, ⌧/2|A||B|t) and choose
M   ⇢N(✏/5, ⌧/2|A||B|t). We then combine (5.17–5.19) together with the
definition of  t and get
 t   
⇣2Rmax B
1    +  t 1
⌘
+ ✏.
For any initial policy graph, the error is bounded by
 0  2Rmax/(1   ).














Substituting it into (5.16) gives us the final result.
5.6 Summary
This chapter presents a new algorithm for solving POMDPs with con-
tinuous states and observations. These continuous models are natural for
robotic tasks that require integrated perception and planning. We provide
experimental results demonstrating the potential of this new algorithm for
robot planning and learning under uncertainty. We also provide a theoret-
ical analysis on the convergence of the algorithm.
The algorithm can be applied to robotic tasks with very large or con-
tinuous state spaces and observation spaces. It can handle problems with
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complex dynamic and sensor models. The approach is especially suitable
for the problems that requires real-time control, since it computes a policy
o✏ine for fast online execution. However, the algorithm has a high com-
putational cost due to the large number of Monte Carlo simulations. This
limited the scope of the algorithm to the problems with short planning
horizon. The limitation could be addressed with parallel computing [Lee
and Kim, 2013] or macro-actions [Lim et al., 2011].
Our algorithm uses sampling instead of fixed discretization to handle
continuous state and observation spaces. The foundational ideas of proba-
bilistic sampling and Monte Carlo simulation open up a range of new op-
portunities to design algorithms for complex robotic planning and learning
tasks. The improved capabilities of planning under uncertainty algorithms
could also potentially enable new applications of robotic technologies.
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POMDP is a very general framework for planning under uncertainty.
However, modeling robotic tasks with POMDPs is often di cult. Existing
POMDP algorithms mostly handle discrete POMDPs, while the natural
model for robotic tasks usually involves continuous states, continuous ob-
servations, and also continuous model parameters.
This thesis developed three algorithms. Although each algorithm tack-
les the continuity in a di↵erent component of the POMDP model, all of
them are built up on the foundational ideas of probabilistic sampling and
Monte Carlo simulations, which are proven techniques for e↵ectively attack-
ing high-dimensional and continuous spaces. Our first algorithm, MCVI,
solves POMDPs with continuous state spaces. It samples the state space,
and applies Monte Carlo simulations over value iterations to construct pol-
icy graph. The second algorithm is specialized at handling POMDPs mod-
eling robotic tasks with uncertain model parameters, where the possible
parameter values are continuous and the dynamic of the robotic system
forms a continuous state space. The algorithm samples the model param-
eter space and uses motion planning algorithms as a heuristic to guide the
policy tree construction. Finally, the third algorithm extends MCVI to
handle continuous state spaces and continuous observation spaces simul-
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taneously. The algorithm generalizes the policy graph, where each graph
node becomes a classifier. The classifier exploits the structure of the value
iteration equation, and is constructed by sampling the continuous spaces
and performing Monte Carlo simulations.
Although probabilistic sampling and Monte Carlo simulations introduce
approximation errors, the theoretical analysis for our algorithms guarantees
that the approximation errors can be reduced at a rate that is polynomial
to the number of samples. This enables an adjustable trade-o↵ between
computation time and policy optimality. When a good policy is more
desirable, we could simply increase the number of samples and thus wait
for a longer computation time.
Our algorithms handle continuous spaces. They compute o✏ine a pol-
icy for fast online execution. These features widen the scope of POMDP
planning from traditional task-level planning to real-time control of robotic
systems. Since the computed policy is adaptive to the uncertainty in control
and sensing, once computed, the policy can be executed many times for the
robotic task without additional computation. All of our algorithms assume
discrete action space. However, it is often relatively easier to manually
specify a set of discrete actions for robotic tasks. Monte Carlo simula-
tions in these algorithms incur a high computational cost. Parallelization
of the Monte Carlo simulations can improve the practical performance of
these algorithms [Lee and Kim, 2013]. We could also consider reusing
or caching the simulation results. Pruning the policy could also poten-
tially improve the performance of our algorithms [Kurniawati et al., 2008;
Pineau et al., 2003; Smith and Simmons, 2005].
Our algorithms have been applied to several di↵erent robotic tasks,
including robotic exploration, aircraft collision avoidance, acrobot with pa-
rameter learning, and autonomous vehicle navigation. Experimental re-
sults indicated several benefits of our algorithms over discrete POMDPs
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and previous works on continuous POMDPs.
Comparing with discrete POMDP algorithms, our algorithms simplify
model construction and achieve a better performance. For example, in the
aircraft collision avoidance task, we directly construct continuous models
and solve them using MCVI, while in previous works, it requires thorough
analysis of the problem domain to build a discrete model. Since the contin-
uous models are more accurate, our 2D continuous-state model can achieve
2–3 times improvement on performance over the 2D discrete models. Our
algorithms can easily scale to high-dimensional space, which enable us to
build models that capture the full flight dynamics in 3D space. This fur-
ther improves the performance to more than 70 times over the 2D discrete
models.
Previous works on continuous POMDPs often seek compromise between
model expressiveness and solution optimality. Our algorithms retain the
full expressiveness of continuous POMDPs while still achieving the solu-
tion optimality comparable with those algorithms for discrete or parametric
models. The experimental results indicate that, on parametric models, our
algorithms can achieve the same level of performance as the algorithms spe-
cialized on these models, such as continuous Perseus [Spaan and Vlassis,
2005]. On the other side, previous algorithms such as MC-POMDP [Thrun,
2000a] and GENC-POMDP [Brechtel et al., 2013] allow the same expres-
siveness as our algorithms, but they produce policies with worse quality.
Through theoretical analysis and empirical experiments, we have demon-
strated that continuous POMDPs are powerful tools for handling uncer-
tainty in robotic tasks. The algorithms developed in this thesis fully un-
leash the power of continuous POMDPs as a natural language for modeling
robotic tasks under uncertainty.
In the past two decade, robotics has gradually became a useful tech-
nology in certain fields. With the advancing of mechanical, electronics and
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computing technologies, it is inevitable for robots to be ambient in our
society. However, before we can see cars safely driving itself on the road,
robot arms cooperating with human on assembly line, and smart personal
robot accompanying the elderly, technology has to be developed for the
robots to sense and adapt to the ever-changing world. As a promising step
towards the realization of this technology, this thesis provides a systematic
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